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CH.APTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
In the past twenty-five years the cumulative record has become an 
important tool of th• elementary teacher, as well as of the guidance 
worker. For this reason, it seems appropriate to present in this paper, 
a brief hi story of the use of th• cumulati. ve record, some necessary 
criteria for the selection and use of the cumulative record, together with 
samples of the types of records frequently in use today. 
There is no intention to make this a complete study of the cumulative 
record. It will present rather a sampling of the nature and use of the 
cumulative record , as it is found in sixteen small school systems today. 
For the sample records and other helpful information, I am indebted 
to many elementary school principals. 
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CHAPTER II 
HISTORY OF THE CUMULATIVE RECORD, AND RELATED RESEARCH 
Interest in the improvement of educational records came about with 
the beginning of the guidance movement. The main purpose in improving 
the early records was to provide more accur~te infonnation far national 
reports by means of uniformity in methods of record keeping. 
The greatest incentive to the growth of interest in the cumulative 
record was furnished by the publication in June, 1928, of the report of 
the Committee on Personnel Methods of the American Council on Education. 
This report, prepared by Ben D. Wood, of Columbia University, presented th• 
record form which came to be known as the Aimrican Council Cumulative Record 
Folder. Following the work of this committee, the Arrerican Council on 
Education published four cumulative record forms--a folder for college students, 
a card for elementary school pupils, a folder for high school students, and a 
card that could be used in either elementary or high school. About half a 
million of these record forms were distributed. In addition to these, many 
school systems developed records based on these fonns. 
One of the best known adaptations of the original American Council 
form is the cumulative record card devised by Eleanor Perry ~\food and 
Winston B. Stevens in 1933 for the Educational R~search Bureau. This card, 
planned to fit the ordinary letter size file, covers a six-year period, 
with a year's data given in a single column. This record is easy to under-
stand and use, but is mainly a record of subjects, grades, credits, and 
te '.o t results. 
2 
3 
Also, in the early years of research on the cumulative record, 
David Segel studied the records of 177 school systems. His study showed 
that 113 of the school systems had provision for elementary records, 87 for 
junior high records, and 136 for senior high records. Thirty-five had 
record forms which provided for records from elementary through senior high 
school. Segel also classified the items found on the records into categories 
and tabulated the frequency of occurrence of each type of item. 
In 1940, the American Council on Education appointed a committee with 
Eugene Randolph Smith as chairman, for the purpose of revising cumulative 
record forms. The Smith committee prepared revisions which included cumula-
tiverecord folders for junior and senior high schools, colleges, Grades 4, 5, 
and 6, and for primary grades. These folders were similar to the original 
ones, except that they placed less emphasis on subjects, credits, and grades, 
and more emphasis on behavior and personality. 
From these studies have come the record forms in use in most schools 
today. Many schools have adapted portions of the American Council forms 
and the Educational Records Bureau forms, since these are not copyrighted. 
Cumulative records, while not in universal use, are used in parts of 
Austria, France, the United Kingdom, and elsewhere. In France, many experi-
mental types of records have been used. Most generally in use in France, in 
recent years, is a record in which the first part cont&ins everything con-
cerning the family, the second part contains health records, and the third 
part, a summary of school work. The fourth part contains aptitudes and 
teachers' remarks, and the fifth part an analysis of interests of students. 
It also includes a questionnaire concerning family, school, etc., to aid 
teachers in their observations. 
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In England, cumulative records may include anything from a record of 
school subjects to very comprehensive records of pupil progress. Usually 
they include a record of I. Q., special aptitudes, attainments in and out 
of school, interests, home background, health, and personality. At the 
end of primary school, the record is sent on to secondary school with the 
student, and is used in deciding what courses are to be taken in the 
secondary school. 
In the United States, the name cumulative record was rarely mentioned 
before 1925 and has been commonly used only since 1930. This parallels a 
period of development of group testing in the public school and the beginning 
of elementary guidance programs. 
Cumulative records, even though they originate from a vocational 
program, are in general intended to aid the teacher in fulfilling the task 
of the guidance of his own pupils. 
CHAPI'ER III 
METHOD AND TREATMENT OF DATA 
The cwnulative record has often been identified with the guidance 
program, particularly that of vocational guidance. Most school guidance 
programs require the development an~ maintenance of cumulative record 
systems. Too often, however, this has become an end in itself and is 
expected to be the answer to educational and vocational problems. 
It is also found that many smaller school systems do not yet have 
guidance programs, or if they do have a guidance program, it is centered 
about the high school. l'fuile this may be necessliry from a financial stand-
point, it gives little or no consideration to the elementary school child, 
who may also be in need of help. 
"From many points of view, the mos t crucial period of adjustment for 
individuals is in the elementary school years. Later education and adjust-
ments must be superimposed upon the foundations laid in the early and 
, formative years of a child's life. .Also, the greBtest number of children 
can be reached during the so-called primary years, since more of them are 
attending school during those ye~rs than in either preschool or later periods. 
Cumubtive records furnish the basis for adjus tment at the elementary level 
as well as for guiding the pupil in his later school career. nl 
~thel Kawin, "Use of Records in the Elementary School," Nature and 
Use of the Cumulative Record, Bulletin No . 3, (1938) , 16. 
5 
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Although there sre rr..any v::iridtions , there seem to be four gener'il types 
of records as follows : 
1 . A plain folder with perhaps only the student's name on the folder 
itself . Loose sheets containing infor mation about the individual are 
placed inside the folder. There ~re no samples of this type included in 
this study. 
2. A printed form--the form used by the Newman schools and included 
in this study is an example of this type. 1 
3 . A printed form which serves as a file holder--important informa-
tion about the individual is summarized on the printed form. Less important 
information is on loose sheets inside the folder. The form used by the 
Arcola schools is an example of this type.2 
4. A printed form and a separate file with loose sheets, reports, 
samples of pupil 's work, etc. This is the most elaborate of all types. 
Since only a small amount of information is included on some of the forms 
in this study, it is possible that they may be used along with such a 
separate file. 
The main objection to the first and the last two types is that they 
too often become overloaded with unnecessary material. However, in the 
sam.ples included in this study, it will be noted that a majority fall into 
these three types. 
When selecting a record form, each school system should keep in mind 
its own particular needs. However, from the sample records and from the 
opinions of most authors and publishers herein considered, some of the 
1 ppendix, p. 18. 
2Appendix, p. l9o 
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basic principles of the cumulative record are given below. 
1. The cumulative record should include only essential data. 
2. Data should be continuous, cumulative, and organized by time 
sequence. 
3. The cumulative record should point up significant trends. 
4. The cumulative record should move with the child. 
5. The cumulative record should be available to administrators, 
teachers, and specialists. However, it should be used in a 
professional manner, not as a public record. 
6. The cumulative record should be easy to read and to reproduce 
(by photograph, for example). 
?. The cumulative record should avoid duplication. 
It has been commented by teachers and administrators that the first 
and last of these principles are the ones most often violated. The teacher 
may find the folder stuffed with miscellaneous and disorganized material. 
This may give the impression that since there is so much material about the 
child, that he is a "problem child". Or finding information may be too 
much bother and the teacher may stop there. Only information which is 
pertinent should be collected, and this should be organized and reviewed 
periodically so that it will be usable. The purpose of the record is 
defeated when teachers spend so much time collecting and searching through 
material that they do not have sufficient time to help the students with 
their problems. 
In most school systems today, it is partly or entirely the job of the 
teacher to collect and record the information to be contained in the cumula-
tive records. Since this is the case, it seems only fair that teachers 
should serve on committees to develop the record system which will be main-
tained by them. Introduction of any record system should come from a study 
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of the needs and values by the school staff. Once the record form has been 
selected, it should be introduced gradually, starting in the primary grades. 
After a record system has been selected, and introduced into a system, 
consideration should be given to a permanent place for the records. In 
some schools, including the one in which I teach, records are kept in the 
classroom. In some schools, records are kept in the principal's office or 
in a workroom. In school systems where several people need to have access 
to the records, such as guidance personnel, school nurse, administrators, 
and others, it would seem best to have a center filing system, easily 
accessible to all. 
The maintenance of the records must also be planned for. Perhaps 
additional clerical help will be needed. This, however, could pose a 
problem. The record system must be so administered as to observe ethical 
and professional standards in the handling of personal information. Some 
information must be treated very confidentially. For example, we might have 
in our schools pupils whose fathers have served prison terms. A knowledge 
of such facts frequently explains pupil behavior and needs, but should be 
considered confidential and perhaps not even recorded on the cumulative 
record. Such confidential information might be kept in a separate file 
which is not so easily accessible. A small sign on the cumulative record 
might indicate that someone else has added information. 
When students drop out or graduate, records should be streamlined and 
placed in an inactive file. Such a record should be kept up to date for five 
years after the student has been out of high school. 
The uses made of the cumulative record are many. As stated earlier, 
the cumulative record originally cwne into use through the guidance program. 
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The record remains an important tool of the counselor today. The counselor 
uses the cumulative record in diagnosing personal and social maladjustments 
and in planning their treatment, in guiding pupils toward vocational choices, 
and in recommending graduates to colleges or prospective employers. 
The curnuiative record is used by administrators in placing new and 
transfer students in courses to which they are suited, in setting up ability 
groups, in discovering the gifted so that special work may be recommended, 
and in appraising the vwrk of the school and introducing modifications. 
The cumulative record is used by university and college ad.mission 
officers as one type of evidence on which to base decisions concerning 
admission of applicants. 
In the elementary school today, perhaps, the record ~s of greatest 
use to classroom teacher s,who may use it to get acquainted with pupils 
quickly and to plan instruction according to the abilities of the class. 
The teacher also uses the record to identify weaknesses of individual 
students and to plan treatment • The cumulative record is also used by 
teachers, and others as well, in planning and carrying out parent conferences. 
After a record system has been put into use, it should be evaluated 
regularly by the staff. The check list which follows might be used in this 
evaluation. 
l. Is the record a unified picture of the student and his position 
in the tD tal school system? 
2. Is it arranged in chronological order? 
3. Have most teachers contributed to it? 
4. Has repetition been eliminated? 
5. Have important items been omitted? 
6. Is there some personal information as well as data? 
?. Is it clearly and legibly transferrable? 
8. Ras the record helped parents, teachers, and students? 
9. Is the record used? 
CH.APTER IV 
FINDINGS OF THE SI'UDY 
From the sixteen sample records collected here, the following items 
indicated by the topical headings which follow are generally included in 
the cumulative record. 
1. Preschool and entry data 
Date of entry into school, name, sex, birthdate, and birthplace, 
along with proof of such to fulfill state or local requirements, name and 
address of parent or guardian and their occupation, and number of brothers 
and sisters are found here. Information about the child's preschool life 
may also be ihcluded in this section. Such items as his physical and 
emotional health, interests, social adjustment, ability to perform tasks, 
and important intellectual and personality factors would be found here. 
Some schools require a brief report from the parent to gain th is inf' orma-
tion. For example, the parent might be asked to write a few sentences 
about the child's background, what they feel his problems in school might 
be , what he's like at home, and any other infoll!lation the parent adds to 
be helpful. Even if they don't write anything, or they say they don't 
want to, this fact should go on the record as an interesting piece of 
information a bout the child's par.ants. Frequency with which the various 
10 
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items of preschool information occur may be found in Table I. 
T.ABLE I 
FRE~UENCY OF OCCURRENCE OF PRESCHOOL AND ENTRY DATA 
Item 
Name . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Frequency 
16 
Birthplace 
Birthdate • 
. . . . 
Number of siblings 
Proof of birth • • • 
Race or nationality • 
Home Conditions • . . . . . 
.Address • . . . • • 0 • 
Telephone number. 
• 0 • 
. . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . • 0 • • • 
• • 0 • 
• • • • • • • f • • • • G • 
. . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . 
• • • • • (> • • Mother's name and occupation 
Father's name and occupation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Color • . . . . . . . . . 
Sex •• 
Religion 
Educational c:ittainment of parents • . . • • • • 0 • • 
2. Scholastic information 
14 
16 
11 
11 
15 
12 
15 
15 
14 
14 
10 
16 
2 
5 
Grbdes, test records (achievement, mental, and speci~l), school 
~ttendance , hobbies i:md interests, work experience, extra-curricular 
activities, honors, teacher remarks• autobiography, and 9 record of any 
other schools attended are included here. The latter record, along with 
any other accompanying information transferred by the other school, may 
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either be sUilll'lll3rized and incorporated into the system's own record, or the 
transferred sheet or folder simply placed, as is, in the record. Frequency 
of occurrence of scholastic information may be found in Table II, 
TABLE II 
FRE~UENCY OF OCCURRENCE OF SCHOLARSHIP AND ACTIVITIES INFORMATION 
Frequency 
• • • Q . . . . . . . . . • • • 0 0 • • 16 
Item 
.Attendance • 
Tardiness . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 16 
Grades, by subject and grade • . . . . . . . . 
Extracurricular activities and honors. 
and frequency of occurrence of test scores in Table III. 
TABLE III 
FRE~UENCY OF OCCURRENCE OF TEST SCORES 
Item 
.Achievement • . . 
Reading • • • 
Intelligence. • • 
Special ••• 
. . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . 
. . . 
. . . 
. . . 
Space given for test results, but no specification as to kind 
3. Health record 
•• 16 
• • 13 
Frequency 
. . 5 
3 
8 
3 
12 
Some type of health record is necessary, as periodic examination by 
a doctor is now a part of our state health requirements. In some of the 
schools considered in this study, especially those which have school nurses, 
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this record is not a part of the cumulative record, but is kept separately 
in the office of the school nurse. However, most printed forms of the 
cumulative record have a section for health information. Therefore, we 
should consider briefly some of the health data which is usually included 
in these records. A history C1f past diseases and illnesses, a record of 
the results of a doctor's examination, and special note of any current 
defects which might affect the present physical or emotional behavior of the 
student are usually included. Vision, auditory, dental, and inoculation 
records are also included. Records C1f height and weight are usually made 
once or twice a year on the record. Five of the samples included in this 
study have a separate health card. These samples were all alike. They were 
either published by the Illinois Department of Public Health, or were locally 
printed copies of the Department's card. A copy of this card is included in 
the appendix. Table IV shows the :frequency of occurrence of items of health 
information. 
TABLE IV 
FREQ.UENCY OF OCCURRENCE OF HEALTH INFORMATION 
Item 
Past illnesses • 
Immunizations 
• • • . . . . • • 
. . . . . . 
Frequency 
. . . . . . . . . . . . • 14 
. . . . . . . •••• 14 
Dental . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~ . . •• 14 
.Audio . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •• 14 
Vision • • • • . . . . . . •• 14 
Height and Weight. • • • • • • . . . . . . . . . • 15 
Space for health comments by teacher or nurse •• . . . . . . . • • 15 
14 
4. Follow up information 
Follow up information considered in the records was brief. It 
included graduation or drop out date, college or special training entered, 
and the first job placement. Further inforIJBtion on follow up material may 
be found in Table Vo 
5. Miscellaneous 
Three of the records examined in this study contained separate cards 
kept within the record folder for recording basic reading test scores and 
basic readers completed. Fre~uency of occurrence of other miscellaneous 
items are considered in Table V. 
TABLE V 
FREQ,UENCY OF OCCURRENCE OF MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION 
Item Frequency 
Personality rating • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •• 13 
Follow up information 
Transcript sent • • 
College or special training entered. • 
First job placemEl'l.t. • • • • • . ••• 
Marriage • 
Picture ••••• 
.Anecdotal record or rem1:1rks. • . • • 
High School record • • • • • • 
6. Anecdotal records 
. . . 
7 
•• 11 
7 
1 
9 
• 15 
• • • 12 
In most of the records examined in this study, some space is given 
for the use of the anecdotal record. An anecdotal record is an explicit 
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note based on careful observation of behavior. 0Jhen assembled over a 
period of time, anecdotal records should indicate a pattern of development 
and behavior. They may furnish clues for good methods of guidance. The 
observation should be written down as quickly as possible after the incident 
occurs. These observations should be as accurate as possible. The day, 
month, time of day, and duration of the observation should be noted. The 
notes should be precise and detailed. Personal opinions or guesses about 
a child's feelings should not be included. 
Of the sixteen records examined for this study, three were of the 
single card type, six were the folder type, and seven were folders plus 
additional inserts. 
CHAPI'ER V 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The statement was made in the beginning of this paper that it is not 
the intent to make this a complete study of cumulative records. Rather it 
is a study of a sampling of records used in small school systems of the 
community unit type. Upon this sampling the following brief conclusions 
are made. 
1. Some type of cumulative record is considered to be helpful, if 
not essential, to the teacher, counselor, ::.administrator, parent, and student. 
2. The form of the record its elf is not so important as the purpose 
and use of the record. In general, the record should follow the principles 
set forth in Chapter III, provided they fit the purpose which has been 
established. 
3. A system of maintenance for the records should be established. 
4. Schools ~hich are considering the adopting of a cumulative record 
system should first establish the need for such a record. Then co~.mercially 
printed records may be observed . It may well be that the school will wish 
to make up a record of its own for local printing. Whatever type of record 
is used, the cooperation of all of those people who use it is essential. 
16 
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Permanent Record 
WGH SCHOOL 
Girl Name _________________ BoY---~Age. ______ Date of Birt.u..__ __________ .___ _ 
Last First Second lllonth Da:v Year 
Date of Entrance ________ .course _______ ~.ddres.,_ __________________ ~ hone ____ _ 
lllonth Da:v Year 
Parent or Guardia~n ________ Nationality of Father _____ Nationality of Mother _____ Qccupatio•.u__ ______ _ 
IDGH ... 1st Year 2nd Year 3rd Year 4th Year 5th Year IDGH ... 1st Year 2nd Year 3rd Year 4th Year 5th Year 
...... 
.. 
.5 .g..a .5 .... .. .. .5 .g.a .5 ATTENDANCE SCHOOL o-"' p.,.., l~m~ -I l~m~ -I l~m~ ·I lselm~ I SCHOOL ~'i p.,.., l~m~ ·\ ls~m~ ·\ lSe,m~ -I lSe,m~ -I 1se1m~ -I . al ual ~~ ·c:! i::..a Sem . ... i::..; ·cj .5~ RECORD SUBJECTS SUBJECTS ..... z~ ~~ .. i:: )jj z~ ~~ ~~ ~-= p.,_ 1 I 2 )!!,_:i 
English I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I Algebra I I I I I l I I I I I I I I I I I i:: I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I Plane Geom. I I I 1. I I I I I I I I I I I I ~ ... ... .. i:: 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I "' .. i:: "' I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I .. .. .. ... .. UJ .. .. ~ 
.8 ~ .0 Latin I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I f "' .5 < ., .. .. 
"' "' 
.. 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I ~ E ~ .. 
.. E I I I .. .. .. ~ >< UJ A A A 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I i I I I 
World Hist. I I I I I I I I I I I I I I Bookkeeping I I I I I I I I I I I ... I I -"' z I ... 
Amer. Hist. I I I I I I I I I I I I I I Typewriting I I I I I I I I I I I ~ Tl I I 
Sociology I I I I I I I I I I I I I I Shorthand I I I I I I I I I I I i I I I 
"' Civics I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I i:: z I I I 0 ... 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I j I I I I I .. I I UJ Tl 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I i I I 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1? z I I I :;; 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I Man. Train. I I I I I I I I I I E< Tl I I 
Gen. Science I I I I I I I I I I I I I I Domestic Sc. I I I I I I I I I I i I I I 
Phys. Geog. I I I I I I I I I I I I I I Domestic Artl I I I I I I I I I I I I 1'! z I I I " Botany I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I ri: Tl I I I 
Physics I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I i I I I 
Chemistry I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I ~ z I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I ~ Tl I I 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I Grading System 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I I Total Credits For Year I I I I I I I I 
STUDENT ACTIVITIES STANDARD TEST RECORD 
F'ffiST YEAR I Pia. I SECOND YEAR I Pts. j THffiD YEAR I Pts. j FOURTH YEAR I Pt.. I FIFTH YEAR I Pts. 1? 
I I I I I I I I I .. i:: ,;'! f NAME OF TEST Date ]f .... a a .. ::l~ ~o a I I I I I I I I I bO ~8 u::a ""' r4 < < UJUJ P.,UJ ..... 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
,__ I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I I I 
Withdrawn ........ .................... Cause .................................................................................. Superintendent .................................................................................. N o. Credits Necessary for G,.-<tuation ...................... 
Graduated .................................. 19 ........ Rank in Class ...................... No. in Class. ...................... Principal ................................................................... ---·······························-···········-No. Credits- .deceived .................... 
-
NAME COLOR (W) 
L•st First Middle 
INSTRUCTION TO THE TEACHER: This card must be preserved. It may 1>a pased alont from 
school to school. If the child withdraws from school or the school is closed this record 
should be returned to the office of the Unit District Superintudeet. Tiie teedla II relfMll-
siblc for keeping these records, which should faithfully teprescnt the teacher's best Judgment 
of the pupil 's work. After completing the 8th grade the card ii to be returned to tM 
Unit District Suoerintcndent who shall introduce the system Into uch respectiH bigll 
school. Transcripts arc to be made available to the pupil on request. THESE MARKS 
ENTERED ARE A PERMANENT RECORD OF THE CHILD'S SCHOOL HISTORY AND SHOULD 
BE •aJTCDCn ON r~E 11ernDn 0"" v -'"'TCR r.o.occ111 rntJ~rncD.o.Tln"' 
BIRTH: Year Month Day Place 
Number of Brothers: Older Younger Number of Sisters: Older Younger 
Proof of Birth Race or Nationality 
Home Conditions: Good Average Poor Dato Graduated 
ENTRANCE AND WITHDRAWAL RECORD 
(C) 
Date Entered Grade School Date of Withdrawal Cause ~f Withdrawal 
/ 
SEX (M) (F) 
(Check) 
UNIVERSAL CUMULATIVE RECORD 
1. PERSONAL AND FAMILY HISTORY 
~-. ,.. 
Address: Telephone: 
I 
Parent's Name Occupation 
Father 
Mother 
Guardian 
Family Physician 
*If Father or Mother is dead give cause and year of death: 
Pupil lives with : 
2. ELEMENTARY SCHOLASTIC AND ATTENDANCE RECORD 
Attendance and Academic Record - Grades 1 to 6 or 1 to 8. - Marking System: See Footnote 
ATTENDANCE 
STATISTICS LANGUAGE ARTS MATH. SOCIAL STUDIES 
ARCOLA - l:-llNDSBORO 
COMMUNITY UNIT DISTRICT NO. 306 
Nationality 
I 
--------
NATURAL SCIENCE 
THIS SPACE FOR 
PHOTOGRAPH OF CHILD 
..... ....... .... ... ... .. . . . .. . . . . . . . ... 
Age: Date: 
FINE ARTS Practical Arts 
___________ , ______ , ______ , ___________ , __ --------
- ----- ------ ------ --- --- --- --------- --- --- --------- ------ - - - --- ---
------------1-------1-------1-----------1------------ ------------ --,- --------- ------ --- --- --- ------ --- ------ --- - - - ------~ 
,-- --- ------------------------------------- - --- - ----
------------1-------1-------1-·------------------------------------------------------- ------------------
-------------------------------------------- ------
-----------1------1------1----------1----------------------------------------- - - ----------
----------1-----1-----1---------1-------------------------------------------------------~ 
~~~--4~~f--~+--~~-+--+--+--l-~-'+--=t==t==t-i=-r-i--t---1--i---t-i-t-t--t---t-7-t-1~1- 1-
I 
MARKINGS:YSTEM: A, excellent or _ to _ _:_; B,goodor _ to _ ; C,averageoi _ to _ : b , fairor __ •o 
' *Cause ce (1) Illness, (2) Work, (3) Travel, (4) Truancy, (5) ___ . ________ _ 
; E, poor or _ _to-_ ~F failure dP __ ro-_ . Lerttir:, or nurliArical grad88 may be uStid. 
For Sale by The Randolvh School Supply Co., Champaign, Illinois. 
Desi• -• By E.H. Mellon, Ed.D_ 
coiv By E. P. Randolph. 
4. SCHOOL HEAL TH RECORD 
DISEASES RHEUMATIC SCARLET REPEATED WHOOPING ASTHMA SERIOUS 
HISTORY CHICKEN POX CHOREA DIPHTHERIA EPILEPSY RED MEASLES MUMPS FEVER FEVER SORE THROAT COUGH HAY FEVER OPERATION ACCIDENT POLIOMYELITIS 
Date 
IMMUNI- SMAU POX WHOOPING SCARLET SCHICK DICK 
ZATIONS SCAR DIPHTHERIA COUGH TYPHOID FEVER TEST TEST TUBERCULIN X-RAY REVAC. 
Date 
General TEETH 
Deform- Nutri• Appear- Behavior CAVITIES 6 Yr. Other OBSERVATIONS RECOMMENDATIONS Year Grade Age Height Weight Scalp Skin Posture ities ti on ance Speech Problems Molar Exams 
Temp. Perm. Ext. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 _1_2 __ 13 
---
---
---
---
------
---
---
--- -
---- --- ---
---
---
---
---
• -----
--- ---
------ ---
---
---
---- ---
--- ------
---
------
' 
Nasal VISION Glasses HEARING Nervous LUNGS Parenti 
Year Obstruc- Throat R L B Datt R L Symp.. Heart Tuber- X-nay Glands Genitals Hernia Schick Doctor OBSERVATIONS RECOMMENDATIONS Advised 
ti on Ref. toms culin 
14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 __ 2_4_ 25 __ 26 __ 27 __ 2_8_ __29 __ 30 31 
----------------------------------------------
---------
---------------------------------------
----- -----------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------
--- -- ----
----------------------------------
--- - - - - --
- - -----------------------------------
--- --- -- -- --------------------------------------
-----
--
----------------------------------------
,...-"\ 
--- - -- ---- ----------------------------------
--\.._' 
'"--' 
------------------------ ----------------------
---------------------------------------------
-
- -
~ ~·-.. . - -- -,-- ~ 
---r -1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1 I .. --;:-.---
-
Circled X -Corrected. 
V -lrremeaiable. 
Dttall any deftctl under Observations using reference number heading the column. 
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UOfl'r.IOA Du1it•w 8WOH 11il!H .01unr 
es.no:i pe.181113 elleno:i ••1111no1•Dy 
:dn MOllO.:I 11J!:u9WWO:J ·~911111113 
aeDvnDU'81 
•l•O OJ.JU8S •JSnw 83U8!3$ •~911l•!S 
UY 13flVW81jlVW 
8180 ldflOllU .. J. U0!113nP3 llO!sAljd oe1pn1s 1111oos 
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8!.IY 1"11t•npu1 ll•!IDIJ3 JtU811 
AllOJ.SIH 3J.YOOYll9 J.SOd SJ.10311:1100H3S H91H .:10 AllYWWOS 0110:1311 NOIJ.YOOYll9 
AHO.lSIH 3.l'dnO'dH'D .lSOd ON'd 3.l'dnO'dH'D "8 
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__ _:____ ______ 11- 1- 1- 1- 1- 1- 1- 1- 1-1-1- 1- 1- 1 nuanlJUI 
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------------------------------------ll---l---l---l---l---l---1---1---1---1---1---1---1---1 8A!l1111!UI 
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-------""l 3. SECONDARY SCHOLASTIC AND ATTENDANCE RECORD 
------------ -------------------------------=H=lg._h:c...:S=-c=-h"-'-o"o_l_R_e_c_o_r_d_ - Grades 7 to 12 or 9 to 12 
SEVENTH GRADE· Date 19 19 H R Teacher EIGHTH GRADE: 
Attend· 
ance 
SUBJECTS 
I Date En· tered 
NINTH GRADE· 
SUBJECTS 
Attend· I Date En-
ance tered 
ELEVENTH GRADE· 
Attend· 
ance 
SUBJECTS 
Date En· 
tered 
No. 
No. Periods 
Weeks W eekly 
No. Days in 
School Yr. 
Date 19 
No. 
No. Periods 
Weeks Weekly 
I No. Days in School Yr. 
19 
Date 19 19 
No. 
No. Periods 
Weeks Weekly 
MARKS 
1st. 2nd. 
Sem. Sem. 
---
---
---
---
---
---
---
---
---
---
---
---
---
---
---
Days 
Present 
MARKS 
1st. 2nd. 
Sem. Sem. 
---
---
Year 
I Days Absent 
Year 
----
---
---
---
---
---
---
---
I Days Present 
MARKS 
1st. 2nd. 
Sem. Sem. 
---
---
---
---
---
---
---
I Days Absent 
Year 
----------
No. Days in 
School Yr. 
---
Days 
Present I Days Absent 
Credits Teacher 
I Chief Cause of Absence• 
H R Teacher 
Credits Teacher 
I Chief Cause of Absence• 
H. R. Teacher 
Credits Teacher 
I Chiel Cause of Absence• 
Special Abili ty, Ed. or Vocational 
Sug~estions by H. R. Teacher or 
Counselor 
Times 
Tardy 
Special Ability, Ed. or Vocational 
Suggestions by H. R. Teacher or 
Counselor 
I Times Tardy 
Special Ability, Ed. or Vocational 
Suggestions by H. R. Teacher or 
Counselor 
I Times Tardy 
SUBJECTS 
.. 
Attend- j Date En· 
ance tered 
TENTH GRADE• 
Attend· 
ance 
SUBJECTS 
I Date En· tered 
TWELFTH GRADE• 
Attend· 
ance 
SUBJECTS 
Date En· 
tered 
I 
I 
Date 19 19 
No. MARKS 
No. Periods 1st. 2nd. 
Weeks Weekly Sem. Sem. 
-----------
No. Days in 
School Yr. 
---
---
---
---
---
---
---
---
---
------
---
---
---
---
Days 
Present 
Date 19 19 
No. 
No. Periods 
Weeks Weekly 
I No. Days in School Yr. 
Date 19 19 
No. 
No. Periods 
Weeks Weekly 
-----
MARKS 
1st. 2nd. 
Sem. Sem. 
------
---
---
---
---
---
---
---
---
Days 
Present 
MARKS 
1st. I 2nd. Sem. Sem. 
---
---
---
---
---
---
------
------
---
Year 
I Days Absent 
Year 
I Days Absent 
Year 
I No. Days in School Yr. I Daya I Days Present_ Absent 
H R Teacher 
Credits Teacher 
I Chief Cause of Absence• 
H R Teacher 
Credits Teacher 
I Chief Cause of Absence• 
H R Teacher 
Credits Teacher 
-
I Chief Cause of Absence• 
, 
. 
Special Ability, Ed. or Vocational 
Suggestions by H. R. Teacher or 
Counse:or 
I Times Tardy 
Special Ability, Ed. or Vocational 
Suggestions by H. R. Teacher or 
Counselor 
I Times Tardy 
Special Ability, Ed. or Vocational 
Suggestions by H. R. Teacher or 
Counselor 
I Times Tardy 
Public Schools EDUCATIONAL RECORD Clinton, Illinois 
Date of Birth Authority for Birth Dntc _______ _ 
Last First Middle Month Day Year 
ELEMENTARY RECORD K-8 OBJECTIVE TEST RECORDS K-8 
-- I 
-
8chool I MENTAL ABILITY TESTS 
-- - - - - - - - - -
~ 
-
School Year Date Grade t,hronolog- Name of Test Scores ·-
-- - - - - - -
--,--
---- - - -
kal Age 
Date Entered 
--- - ·-
-
- - - - - - -
-
Date Withdrawn -· 
-- - - - - - - - - - - - -
---Days Present 
--
-1-- - - - - - - - - -Days Ah sent --- --
-
_ ·L 
'L'imes Tardy -
.. .. 
-· 
Grade KDG 1 2 3 I 5 6 
- 7 .. 8 
- - - - -
-
- - - - -
-
8chool Citizenship ~ 
- - - - - - - - - - - - -----------------
Effort 
- - - - - - - - -
- -- -
--1-
8ocial Adjustmeut 
- I - - - - - - - - - - - -Punctuality 
Head I nit - ACHIEVEMENT TESTS 
-
-
-
-
- - - - -
- - -
8pelling Date Grade Form Name of Test Scores 
- - - - - - -
- - - - -
Writing 
- - - - - - -
- - - - -
-Arithmetic - - ---
- - - - - - -
- - - - -
Language - --- ------- ---
-- - - - - - - - -
- - - - _ .. .. ~ 
• 
cial Studies -- ---
- - - - - - -
- - - - -
-
ience '-- ----- - -- -- ---
- - - - - - - -
- - - -
-
- cal Music --- ---
- - - - - - -
- - - - -
Inst. Music - ------- --- ---
- - - - - -
- - - - - -
- -
- --Home & Ind. Art 
- - - - - -
- - - - -
-
Art -· ---- -
-- - - - - - -
- - - - -
-
P. E. & Health -----· · - - ---
---- ---- ---
Promoted To - - ---- ---- ---
-- ----
-------
--------
---
Placed In 
- ---
------
------ ----
- ---
---
Retained In 
---
--
- - ------
--------
I 
Teacher - SPECIAL TESTS 
EXPLANATION OF GRADE SYSTEM Date Grade Form Name of Test Scores 
.. 
A-Excellent ...... 95-100 D--Below Average . . 70-77 
B-Above Average .. 87-94 F - Failing . . .... Below 70 
~Average ........ 78-86 
,___ 
This Record Certified 
By: -
-
Principal 
---\ / 
On Completion of 8th Grade -----
Basic Reading Tests 
DATE GRADE NAME OF TEST SCORES REMARKS 
·-
. 
--
--
I 
. 
I 
I 
I ( ) 
....... 
Public Schools SOCIAL AND PERSONAL RECORD Clinton, Illinois 
Name Date of Birth Sex Race 
Last First Middle Month Day Year 
D Father living * D Mother Living * Living With: •D Both Parents D Father D Mother D Stepfather D Stepmother D Legal Guardian D Others 
NAME* ADDRESS* Phone* SPECIAL REMARKS 
Complete for 
Parents and Father 
or persons 
Mother 
with whom 
Student is liv· 
ing. --
Other Children in Family (List in order with oldest first) Others Living In Home • Relationship • 
NAME Year born NAME Year born 
-~ 
Father's Occupation • Mother's Occupation * Vocational Experiences 
Date Kind of Work Employer Employed From: To: 
PERSONALITY I COMMENTS 
n *-Subject to changtJ11 in with Pencil. 
-
SCHOOL HEALTH RECORD 
Disease mst.ory Date Immun;zaeon Date Date Date Date ' Date Date Date 
------------
' Chickenpox Diphtheria 
---------
_I ___ 
---
Chorea Scarlet Fever 
--------- ---
Diphtheria Smallpox I 
------------------
Encephalitis Typhoid Fever I 
---------------
---!---
German Measles Whooping Cough 
__J__ 
--+--------------
Infantile Paralysis Polio 
---------------
__ ,_ 
' Measles Other 
------------------
Mumps 
. 
---------------·------
Pneumonia 
Rheumatic Fever Tests Date Date Date Date Date Date Date 
------------------
Scarlet Fever Dick 
------------
------
Smallpox Schick 
---· ---------------
Typhoid Tuberculin I 
' 
Undulant Fever PHYSICAL and DEN'l;'AL EXAMINATION CODE: 
Whooping Cough 0-Satisfaotory; lX-Slight Defect; 2X-Attention Desired; 
3 X-Immediate Attention. 
Physical Exam. Date RECOMMENDATIONS 
Height 
I 
Weight 
Nervous 
Posture 
Nutrition 
Skin 
Eyes 
Vision 
Ears 
Hearing 
Nose 
Throat 
Thyroid 
Glands 
Heart :i 
Lungs ; 
Orthopedic 
Physician's Name 
' 
-· 
ii 
.. 
1' I ~· ' ,. 
Dental Exam. Date RECOMMENDATIONS I 
Cavities 
Malocclusion 
' 
Gums 
Care Needed 
Dentist's Name 
NAME PERMANENT RECORD SCHOOL 
Health Recr;:d by Years 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Activities by Years 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Photograph 
! Age Reading Circle 
Height Club Work 
0 
ll'. Weight Jr. Red Cross-T. B. Seals 
0 
() 
Eyes Harmonica Band w c:: ll'. 
.g 
...J Ears Orchestra 
<( u Q) 
() ... 
... 
- 0 Throat Scouts Later Record: (/) u >-
I !)() Nose Debating High School n. c:: 
·c 
ll'. ... ·~ u ::l 
0 ... ~ O' Skin Dramatics 
lJ.. u Q) ~"O ~Q ~ Teeth Basket Ball College w Q) ""'u oci_::;~~ 8 0 .!:"'t ti Heart Volley Ball or Football ZU'iCiU 
I I I I Lungs Baseball University oxxo 
xo 
Posture 
.u Chicken Pox Honors or Office 
... 
0 
u Diphtheria Tests-Scores-Profile· Yrs. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Q) 
... 
... 
-
Q) 
.u 
"' Infantile Paralysis Kind: 
"' "' 
". 
Q) 
...c::
"' 
.:a ., Measles 
"' Q) ...c:: 
::0 ::g Middle Ear Infection Ageness: 
"' u :.a 
·a u 
::l Q) Mumps 0 =Over E 
-5 E 
0 ...c:: Pneumonia N =Normal 
u u 
"' 
:.a :s ~ Scarlet Fever U =Under 
:.a "' u ~ Small Pox Q) 
"' Q) 
...c:: 
"' ... 
.:a Tonsillitis Progress: ... 
0 Q) 
'+< 
"' 
"' 
0 
Tuberculosis 
-5 R =Rapid 
c:: ~ .~ Typhoid Fever N =Normal ti 
Q) 
..-"! 
"' 
"' 
u Whooping Cough S =Slow 
" :.a ...c:: 
f--< u Citizenship Traits-Yrs. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Remarks: 
-
Immunizations Dates Age Cooperation 
Small Pox Courtesy 
Diphtheria Industry 
Schick Test Independence 
P-Positive L ( ' -Negative 
Check Deformi<=s Blind Deaf Cri led S eech Defects Compiled by Cou Superintendents• 0 
1'orm 114-E Model Pub. Co., St Louis 
0 pp D p 0 
Records and Report Committee 
/,' t6. 
NAME PERMANENT RECORD Race Sex 
(Last Name) (Other Names) 
Date of Birth 
SCHOOLS 
Place of Birth ATTENDED 
Parent or Guardian AND 
CHANGE OF 
Dropped Transferred ADDRESS 
Entered Graduated 
ATTENDANCE AND SCHOLARSHIP IN . SCHOOLS 
Year 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 Enter Transferred 
Grade 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Credits In 
!st 2nd Yr. !st 2nd Yr. !st 2nd Yr. !st 2nd Yr. !st 2nd Yr, !st 2nd Yr, !st 2nd Yr, !st 2nd Yr. !st 2nd Yr, !st 2nd Yr. Red Ink Sem. Sem. Sem. Sem, Sem. Sem. Sem. Sem. Sem. Sem . Sem. Sem. Sem. Sem. Sem. Sem. Sem. Sem. Sem. Sem. 
Days Present Rank in 
Days Absent 
Class 
Times Tardy 
Deportment No. in Class 
Agriculture System of Marking: 
Arithmetic 
Q) 
u El. Science c: 
Q) 
·a 
en 
Q)"' 
Art 
c: t:: Literature ii:< 
' Music 
Reading 
Q) Lang. & Grammar Oil 
.. "' ::l ... Spelling Oil .. c:< 
.. Writing 
..J 
- ., History .. ., 
·u .:a Civics 0 ::l 
Cl) ... 
Cl) Geography 
Health 
. "' u ... Phys. Education .... a::< 
Safety 
Guidance Other Information: 
Scholarship Average 
Promoted 
Teachers I. ) 
-
Form 114-E- Model Pub. Co., St. Louis, Mo. 
Name 
Photo 
PERMANENT RECORD CARD 
Ageness 0-N-U Progress R-N-S 
Grade Progress 19 __ 19_ 19_ 19_ 19 __ 19 __ 
19- 19- 19- 19- 19--19--Years 19 19_ 19_ 19_ 19_ 19_ 19_ 19_ 19_ 19_ 19_ 19_ 19_ 19 - 19_ 19_ 19 __ 19- 19_ 19_ 19- 19 __ 
Grade 19 __ 19_ 19_ 19_ 19 __ 19--
Activity Progress Citizenship Progress 
Office 
c: ~ 1' Code: Code: 7th Yr. 8th Yr. 9th Yr. Any Special Record: ::> c. c: 
.. 0 "O ~ 0 E E E c .n ~ .... > ~ ti 1i c .s::. :;:; 1 Good 1 Good E E E ~ :;:; 0 ~ .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .0 .. .. u 1i .. .. en .. ·en en a: :J ! ,, .. Oi .. ,, ~ .. :2 E ~ o; ., 2 Fair 2 Fair en ,, en ,, en ,, "iii c: en "ij ,, c. ., .. c: c: .. c .. 
-
c: 
-
c: 
-
c: u .. c: 0 0 0 ~ ~ ~ u .. 0 c. .. 0 0 0 ~ 0 ~ ~ en ...J u u u Activity - 7th Yr. a. > en (.) .. (.) 3 Poor 3 Poor iL iL iL 0 "' .. .. .. Q. en en en 
Remarks: Working Manner 
Cooperativeness 
Independence 
Activity- 8th Yr. Sociability 
10th Yr. 11th Yr. 12th Yr. 
- Code: ... E E E E E E ~ 1 Good .. .. .. .. en .. en .. en en ,, en ,, en ,, 2 Fair - c: - c: - c: Activity- 9th Yr. ~ 0 ~ 0 ~ 0 iL u iL u iL u 3 Poor .. .. .. en en en 
Working Manner 
Cooperativeness 
Activity - 10th Yr. Independence 
Sociability 
Record in College or University: 
Activity- 11th Yr. 
Activity - 12th Yr. 
Dropped School - Date: 
Reason: 
J v 
Address Home Telephone Sex~ 
Parent Business Address Occupation of Parent 
Nationality of Father Educational Status Nationality of Mother Educational Status 
Birthplace of Father of Mother Home Conditions G I I P 
Date of Pupil's Birth Place of Birth Date Graduated Color: White D Black D 
ATTENDANCE AND SCHOLARSHIP RECORD 
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL Credit Accepted From n e · n School c1 R d 1 kJ 
Age i: Outside Reading ... . ., bO all bO bO ?:' :5 - 0 ,, CJ) i: CJ) ,, :; ., . u u i: 
. E .!: CJ) . ,, ., ·-Date of ,, ., ., 'O ~~ u ~ ,:._ ~ ·c;; i: £ u bO r; u ... ] Year Sept. Teacher E: ~ u ~ ...: i: ~ :J 'O bO ., :;:; ·;;; 0 0. iO ·- ., in English ., CJ) .. u Admission 0 ~ ·~ :J ~ E UJ ., ·- ... :J ., i: ~ Gi ~ .!!! i:3 ., ., ., ,, :J ., i= f- bO ... ·c:; ...J., ::;: ., j (!! 0. ::c (!! ~ ::c r; 'O (/) 1 IL <( (/) Cl: (/) IL UJ Book Reports Per Year 
Number of 
Books Read: 
First Year 
Second Year 
Third Year 
Fourth Year 
Fifth Year 
Sixth Year 
Seventh Year 
Readings= Eighth Year 
Transferred from Remarks: Author Title 
School date 
School date 
-
Entered This System date 
JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL Credit Accepted From ( In Red Ink) 
Grade Seven Year 19 19 Grade Eight Year 19 19 Grade Nine Year 19 19 
Subject Teacher 1st 2nd Cr. Subject Teacher 1st 2nd Cr. Subject Teacher 1st 2nd Cr. 
Ninth Grade 
Days Present Days Present Days Present __) 
Total Credit Total Credit Tota I Credit 
( SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL Credit Accepted From __________ School c1n Red 1nkJ 
Grade Ten Year 19 19 Grade · Eleven Year 19 19 Grade Twelve Year 19 19 
--
Subject Subject Outside Reading in Eng lish Teacher 1st 2nd Cr. Teacher 1st 2nd Cr. Subject Teacher 1st 2nd Cr. __ Book Reports Required a Year 
Author: Title 
Tenth Grade 
Days Present Days Present Days Present Eleventh Grade 
Total Credit Total Credit Total Credit 
Total Credit at Graduation Number in Senior Class Senior Class Rank 
Transferred from Remarks: 
School date 
School date 
Entered This System date 
MENTAL TEST RECORD ACHIEVEMENT TEST RECORD 
TEST Form Date Score C.A. M.A. 1.Q. % TEST Form Date Test Pupil's E.A. C.A. A.Q~ School % Twelfth Grade Rank Norm. Score Grade Rank 
CODE High School Requirement met in Mo. Miscellaneous Information Const. Law of 1947 
To determine C. A. as of Sept. 1, any year C.A. Actual Age in years 
M.A. Mental Age Date Score _ 3 
Birthday Jan. 1 to May 31, add ~ year 1.Q. Intelligence Quotient High School Requirement met in U. S. 
Birthday June 1 to Nov. 30, neither add nor subtract E.A. Educational Age Const., Am. Hist. and Inst. Law of 1947 
Birthday Dec. - subtract ~ year A.Q. Accomplishment Quotient Date Score __ 3 
I ) ( ~ 
PHYSICAL RECORD 
Name _________________ Family Physician _________________ Dentist ________________ _ 
Date of Birth: Month Day Year Recorded Sex White Colored 
Dates of Immunization: Smallpox _________ Diphtheria ________ Poliomyelitis ________ Typhoid Fever ________ _ 
History of Illness: Measles ______ Mumps _______ Chickenpox ______ Whooping Cough Scarlet Fever ______ _ 
Typhoid Fever ___________ lnfluenza ___________ lnfantile Paralysis __________ Diphtheria _________ _ 
Allergies ________ Rheumatic Fever ________ Diabetes _______ Tuberculosis ________ Deformities _______ _ 
Neurological Disorders: Muscular Dystrophy ____ Multiple Sclerosis Mental Retardation Cerebral Palsy Epilepsy ____ _ 
Grade 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
Date 
Age 
Height 
Weight 
{ v;,;o" R. 
Ears 
{ Right Hearing 
Left 
Teeth need 
Attention 
{ Yes 
No 
Nose 
Throat 
Lymph Nodes 
Thorax 
Thyroid Glands 
Skin 
Posture 
Heart 
Lungs 
{ Nog, 
Miscellaneous 
Examiner (lnitf, 
Form 207-Model Pub. Co .• St. Louis 
12 Observations 
and Notes 
Code 
0- No Defect 
X- Slight Defect 
XX-Defect' Needs 
Attention 
0- (in red) Shows 
Correction 
PSYCHOGRAPH 
Vocational { 1 3 ______ _ 
Interest Claimed 2 4 
1. Vocational Tests 
2. Intelligence Tests 
3. Personalitv Tests 
4. Mechanical Tests 
5. Special Abilities 
6. Other Tests 
"' z 
< er 
~ Students Lower ;:::: 
~ 20406080 
EMPLOYMENT RECORD 
No. Hrs. Weekly 
Per Week Wage Date Reason for Work Kind of Work 
{ 
-· 
~ 
/ ~t .e vvv...l C. f 
COLOR (WI (CJ SEX (Ml ,,., NAME .. NAME 
........ S:rrct Mlddl• 1rh .... ld Las! First Middle (Check! 
4. SCHOOL HEALTH RECORD 
Grade VISION TEST MEDICAL HISTORY 
ILLNESS DATE AND REMARKS IMMUNITY STATUS (Enter Dares) 
UNCORRECTED CORRECTED GLASSES 
DATE VISUAL ACCUITY VISUAL ACCUITY ADVISED OR CHICKEN POX DISEASE BASIC BOOSTER DOSES OF TEST RECEIVED DIPHTHERIA TETANUS R L R L 
1 
GERMAN MEASLES DIPHTHERIA 
2 
MEASLES WHOOP'G COUGH 
3 
MUMPS TYPHOID FEVER 
WHOOPING COUGH SMALL POX 
4 
POLIOMYELITIS POLIO# 1 2 3 4 I 5 I SCARLET FEVER 
6 
SMALLPOX 
7 
TYPHOID FEVER TESTS Ng. or Ps. 
8 I PNEUMONIA SCHICK 
9 
EAR INFECTIONS DICK 
' 10 
TONSILLITIS T-B TEST 
11 
EPILEPSY X-RAY 
12 
INJURIES Contact WITH TUBERCULOSIS 
I 
SURGERY 
HEARING TESTS 
OTHER HISTORY (Including Emotional and Social) DIABETES 
GROUP INDIVIDUAL REFERRED TREATMENT ALLERGY 
II 
-TE 
SCREENING TEST RECEIVED 
TUBERCULOSIS 
R L R L 
-' RHEUMATIC FEVER 
1W 1 • 
- 2 PHYSICAL EXAMINATION (See Cade Below) DENTAL EXAMINAl IONS 
3 DATE DATE 
4 GRADE GRADE 
5 NEUROLOGICAL UNFILLED DECIDUOUS 
6 POSTURE CARIOUS 
NUTRITION TEETH PERMANEN1 7 
8 SKIN EXTRACTIONS DECIDUOUS 
9 HAIR SCALP APPARENTLY 
EYES INDICATED PERMANENT 10 
11 EARS EVIDENCE OF 
1: 12 NOSE 
DENTAL CARE 
THROAT PROPHY LAXIS NEEDED 
II HEIGHT AND WEIGHT RECORD MOUTH BREATHING ORTHODONTIST EXAM-
SPEECH DEFECT INATION NEEDED 
SEPT. FEB. APRIL NORMAL 
DATE WEIGHT HEIGHT DENTAL ATTENTION 
WT. HT. WT. HT. -WT. HT. WEIGHT NEEDED 
1 THYROID PARENT PRESENT 
2 LYMPH GLANDS DENTA L RECOMMENDATIONS IX-Rav, Sodium Fluoride): 
3 
HEART 
4 
LUNGS 
CHEST ' 5 
6 
ABDOMEN 
HERNIA MEDICAL RECOMMENDATIONS (Effect on Schor ' ivities): 7 
ORTHOPEDIC 
\ 8 GENERAL APPEARANCE 
9 
URINALYSIS 
10 
BLOOD COUNT 
, 
NAME COLOR (WI !Cl SEX IMI \l"I NAME 
last First Middle (Check! Last First Middle (Check) 
PUPIL'S CUMULATIVE 
HEAL TH AND SCHOLARSHIP RECORD 
1. PERSONAL AND FAMILY HISTORY 
BIRTH: Year Month Day Place Address: Telephone: 
Number of Brothera: Older Younger Number of Sistera: Older Younger 
Proof of Birth Race or Nationality 
Home Conditions: Good Average Poor Date Gratluated 
THIS SPACE FOR 
ENTRANCE AND WITHDRAWAL RECORD Parent's Nime Occupation Nationality PHOTOGRAPH OF CHILD 
Data Entered Grade 
Name of School 
School 
Grade 
Data of Withdrawal 
Sdlool 
Year 
Cause of Withdrawal Father 
Mother 
Guardian 
Family Physician 
•11 Father or Mothtr la dead give cause and )'Mr of death: 
Pupil lives wilh: 
2. ELEMENTARY SCHOLASTIC AND ATTENDANCE RECORD 
Attendance and Academic Record - Grades 1 to 6 or 1 to 8. - Marking System: See Footnote 
Teacher 
ATTENDANCE 
STATISTICS 
.. 
::! 
'!. • .., c c : .. ~ .., < i .. ~ ~ .. 
..... c c : 
... s E ~ j2. i= 
LANGUAGE ARTS 
.. 
.. .. .. ... 
• c 
.!: .!: :I j ~ ~ ... c .. a. • a: 
"' 
... 
MATH. SOCIAL STUDIES 
E 
c 
a 
l:' i :::E -! "" .!! .., ... .!! a e :ii' :i: :c i -5 t. .,; 1 .. z > B 0 
• 
.......................................• 
• 
Aae: Date: 
NATURAL SCIENCE FINE ARTS 
?:-
.. 
;i 
.., 
0: 
.. 
'5 
= :c 
,:. z: 
... a 0 .. 0 :; ::! .. 
-l! 
"" 
.. 
... ... 
c 
... 1 l! ... ia < :I Wi 
"' 11 
;; 
~ :! 
c i £ "i ·;; :I f ~ ] c ... 
-----------1------1------1-----------1--------- --- ------ --- --- --- --- ------ --- --- --------------- --- ---------------------
;ii ... < ~ :i Cl ti 
"' 
:e 
== 
;;: 
----------1-----·i------ i----------I-----------------------------------------------------
----------1------1------1----------1------------------------------------------------------
----------1------i------l----------I------------------------------------·------------------
----------1------1------i----------1------------------------------------· ------------------
-----------1------11------l·----------i--- --- --- --------- --- --- ------ --- - -- --- --------- --------------------------- ___ ,___ 
------------1------1------1----------1------------------------------------- -------------------------
----------i------1------i----------i------------------- ------------------------------------
------------1------1------1----------1-----------------------------------------------------
MAllKING SYSTEM: A, excellent or __ to __ ; B, good or __ to __ ; C, average or __ to--; D, fair or __ to __ ; E, poor or--tO--l F, failure or __ to-
•cause of Absence (1) Illness, (2) Work, (31 Travel, (4) Truancy, (51-----------------
3. SECONDARY SCHOLASTIC AND ATTENDANCE RECORD 
High School Record - Grades 7 to 12 or 9 to 12 
Letters or numerical grades may be used. 
Form 420-Thomas Randolph Co., Chompaign, Ill 
SEVENTH GRADE: Date 19 19 H. R. Teacher EIGHTH GRADE: Date 19 19 H. R. Teacher 
SUBJECTS 
Attend- I Date En· 
enee tered 
NINTH GRADE: 
SUBJECTS 
~ 
No. 
No. Periods 
Weeks _Weekly 
I No. Days in School Yr. 
Date 19 
No. 
No. Periods 
We&ka Weekly 
A11end· I Date En• I No. Days in 
ance tered School Yr. 
ELEVENTH GRADE: D.te 19 
No. 
SUBJECTS No. Period• 
Weeks Weekly 
Allen~ Date En-
ante tend 
I No. Days in 
School Yr. 
MARKS 
1st. 2nd. 
Sem. Sem. 
---
19 
19 
---
---
---
---
---
---
---
---
---
- - -
---
---
---
---
---
I Duys Present 
MARKS 
ht. 2nd. 
Sem. Sem. 
---
- - -
---
---
---
---
---
---
---
I Days Present 
MARKS 
lat. 2ml. 
Sem. Sem. 
- - -
---
---
---
---
---
---
---
---
I Days 
Present 
Year 
---
I Daya Absent 
Year 
I Daya Absent 
Year 
I Days Absent 
Credits Teacher 
I Chief Cause of Absence• 
H. R. Teacher 
Credits 
I Chief Cauae ol Absence• 
H. R. Teacher 
Credi II 
I Chief Cause 
of Absence• 
Special Ability, Ed. or Vocational 
Suggestions by H. R. Teacher or 
Counselor 
I Times Tardy 
Special Ability, Ed. or Vocational 
Suggestions by H. R. Teachtr or 
Counselor 
I Times Tardy 
Special Ablllty, Ed. or Vocational 
Suggestions by H. R. Teacher or 
Counaelor 
I Times 
Tardy 
SUBJECTS 
-
Attend- I Date En-
a nee tered 
TENTH GRADE: 
Attend· 
ence 
SUBJECTS 
I Date En· tered 
TWELFTH GRADEr 
Attend-
ance 
SUBJECTS 
Date En-
tered 
No. 
No. Periods 
Weeks Weekly 
---·-
I No. Dara in 
School Yr. 
Date 19 
No. 
No. Periods 
Week• Weekly 
I No. Days in School Yr. 
Date 19 19 
No. 
No. Period; 
Weeks Weekly 
I No. Daya In School Yr. 
MARKS 
1st. 2nd. 
Sem. Sem. 
---
---
---
- --
---
---
---
---
-
-
---
------
---
---
---
---
I Days Present 
MARKS 
lat. 2nd. 
Sem. Sem. 
---
---
---
---
---
---
---
---
---
I Days Present 
MARKS 
lat. 2nd. 
Sem. Sem. 
-
---
---
---
---
---
==1 
I Daya Prese,,t 
Year 
I Days Absent 
Vear 
---
I Daya Absent 
Year 
-
I Daya Absent 
Credits 
I Chief Cause 
of Absence• 
H. R. Teacher 
Credits 
I Chief Cause of Absence• 
H. R. Teacher 
Credlta 
I Chlof Cause or Absenco• 
·ial Ability, Ed. or Vocational 
Aestions by H. R. Teacher Of 
Counselor 
I Times Tardy 
Special Ability, Ed. or Vocatlona1 
Suggestions by H. R. Teacher er 
Counselor 
: 
I Times Tardy_ 
Special AbUlty, Ed. or Vooationai 
Suggestions by H. R. Teacher ot 
Counselor 
I nmee Tardy_ 
• 
SERIOUS'IC:SS OF PURPOSE K 
' 
z 
Industry 
lnflta1Tva 
Pef"'SOn11l Appearanco 
lnflu~nct 
ConcN"n for O:hers 
Resoon~1b1f!ty 
Emotic~1al St~bili!l 
SCHOOL GRADE DATE 
H AR ORGANIZATION OR EVENT SPONSOR 
-
GRADLIATION RECORD 
Rank 
SCHOOL Date No. In Class in Class 
Sixth Grada 
Eighth Grade 
Junior Hiah 
Senrnr High 
5. PERSONALITY RATING RECORD 
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
" 
12 THIS SPACE TO BE USEO FOR COMMENTS BY 'ANY TEACHER: 
I 
6. STANDARD TEST RECORD 
NAME OFTEST FORM SCORE C. A. M. A. I. Q. STAND. NORM. 
GRADE EQ. 
CITY NORM. OR RANK REMARKS 
7. EXTRA CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES AND HONORS 
OFFICE OR HONOR YEAR ORGANIZATION OR EVENT OFFICE OR HONOR YEAR SPORT AMT. PLAYED AWARD YEAR SPORT AMT. PLAYED AWA HO 
I 
8. GRADUATE AND POST GRADUATE HISTORY 
SUMMARY OF HIGH SCHOOl CREDITS POST GRADUATE HISTORY 
English Industrial Arts 
Social Studies Physical (duration Transcript Oat• 
Mathematics Art 
Science Music Sent To Date 
Languages 
Commercial Follow Up: 
Agriculture College Entered Course 
Home Making Voca1ion 
Industrial Arts Remarks: 
Physical Education 
9. SUPPLEMENTARY REMARKS ON INTERESTS, HOBBIES, ATTITUDES 
lN3S3~d lN3~'Q'd 
~3Hl0 
a1qo1paw<w1 = A 
·papaJJO) = X pa1:>JI) 
·paiaa =-
·paiap a1qoA1asqo ON ' '300) 9Nl)J~'Q'W NOID3dSNI 
i':L 
-Name 
I 1-+j ~ I <l-f{ cL 
Address Home Telephone Sex ~ [£] 
Parent Business Address Occupation of Parent 
Nationality of Father Educational Status Nationality of Mother Educational Status 
Birthplace of Father of Mother Home Conditions G I I I I IP 
Date of Pupil's Birth Place of Birth Date Graduated Color: White D Black D 
ATTENDANCE AND SCHOLARSHIP RECORD 
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL Credit Accepted From School (In Red·lnkl 
Age .., c Outside Reading . .. IX) o1S • IX) IX) ~ 
= 
- 0 ,.. 
Cll c Cll,.. :; .. • u u c c Cll . ,.. .. ·-Date of ,.. .. 
.. " .s: ·-
u ~ ~ ~ ·c;; • E c .2 u tX>.s: 
u.., ~ Year Sept. Teacher .., .., ....! c iO ·- .. in English .. Cll E: ~ u ... e"' " ~ ~ :;; ·s; 0 c. Cll u ·- .. w .. :J a; Admission Cl ~ "i:: ::J ~ E :J 'tQ .. ~ . !!! u .. .. .. ,.. :J .. 1 0... j:: I- IX)+' "(3 ::!: .. j " c. J: " ... J: .s: " en <( en a:: en 0... w Book Reports Per Year 
Number of 
Books Read: 
. First Year 
Second Year 
Third Year 
Fourth Year 
Fifth Year 
~ Sixth Year 
~ Seventh Year 
~ Readings= Eighth Year 
Transferred from Remarks: Author Title 
School date 
School date 
Entered Th is System date 
JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL Credit Accepted From (In Red Ink) 
Grade Seven Year 19 19 Grade Eight Year 19_19_ Grade Nine Year 19_19 
Subject Teacher 1st 2nd Cr. Subject Teacher 1st 2nd Cr. Subject Teacher 1st 2nd Cr. 
Ninth Grade 
Days Present Days Present Days Present 
> 
Total Credit ( I Tota I Credit Total Credit ( ) 
' 
. ~ 
-
----- ---- --- -
- -
--- ------ -------------- ---- ·- ---- --
' 
PHYSICAL RECORD 
Name ________________ Family Physician _________________ Dentist ________________ _ 
Date of Birth: Month Day Year Recorded Sex White Colored 
Dates of Immunization: Smallpox _________ Diphtheria ________ Poliomyelitis ________ Typhoid Fever ________ ~ 
History of Illness: Measles ______ Mumps ______ Chickenpox ______ Whooping Cough Scarlet Fever _____ _ 
Typhoid Fever __________ lnfluenza ___________ lnfantile Paralysis ___________ Diphtheria ________ _ 
Allergies ________ Rheumatic Fever ________ Diabetes ________ Tuberculosis ________ Deformities _______ _ 
Neurological Disorders: Muscular Dystrophy ____ Multiple Sclerosis Mental Retardation Cerebral Palsy Epilepsy ____ _ 
Grade 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 Observations PSYCHOGRAPH 
and Notes Vocational { 1 3 Date Interest Claimed 2 4 
Age ..... Students Lower ..... :.:: ..... ,_ z ;::: Height < < z 1. Vocational Tests Q 0:: ..... 20 40 60 80 u 
Weight 
{ v;,;o" R. 
Eyes Vision L. 
Vision Both 2. Intelligence Tests 
Ears 
Hearing { Right 
Left 
3. Personality Tests 
Teeth need { Yes 
Attention No 
Nose 
Throat 
Lymph Nodes 
Thorax 4. Mechanical Tests 
Thyroid Glands 
Skin 
5. Special Abilities 
Posture 
Heart 
Lungs 
r·· Urinalysis Sugar 6. Other Tests 
Alb. 
Miscellaneous Code 
0- No Defect EMPLOYMENT RECORD 
X- SI ight Defect No. Hrs. Weekiy Date Kind of Work Per Week Wage Reason for Work 
XX-Defect' Needs 
Attention 
0- (in red) Shows 
Examiner (Initials) Correction 
-
c/ _, Form 207 Model Pub , St. Louts J 
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ssaJ30Jd apeJ8 
S·N·M ssaJ30Jd n·N·O ssauaav 
OCl'v':::> OCIO:J3CI .lN3N'v'WCl3d 
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I \ . ' ' Name 
/-/,'q 
cl 
f\ I C!-11. a.-
Address Home Telephone Sex~ 0 
Parent Business Address Occupation of Parent 
Nationality of Father Educational Status Nationality of Mother Educational Status 
Birthplace of Father of Mother Home Conditions G I I I I IP 
-
Date of Pupil's Birth Place of Birth Date Graduated Color: White D Black D 
ATTENDANCE AND SCHOLARSHIP RECORD I 
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL Credit Accepted From School (In Red·lnkl 
Age ..... c: Outside Reading I/) >. QI bl) oil • bl) bl) ~ I/) £ Ri .2 >. Date of I/) c: :; QI • CJ CJ c: c: • >. >. QI QI "O .r: ·- CJ .,:_ ~ ·;;; • E c: 
.s CJ bO_r: CJ ..... ~ Year Sept. Teacher .. I/) E ~ CJ~ ..... ..... _, c: ~ e ::i "O ~ ~ .. ·:;; 0 0. iii ·- .. in English "i:: ::::J ·- QI LLl QI :I a; Ill CJ Admission Cl ~ ~ E ·- ..... .. ~ -~ i:3 QI .. QI >. :I .. 1 0.. i= I- bl) ..... ·c:; ...J .. ::;: QI j C!l 0. J: C!l ~ J: .r: "O (JJ <{ (JJ er: (JJ 0.. LLl Book Reports Per Year 
Number of 
Books Read: 
First Year 
Second Year 
Third Year 
Fourth Year 
Fifth Year 
' 
Sixth Year 
-
Seventh Year 
~ Readings= Eighth Year 
Transferred from Remarks: Author Title 
School date 
School date 
Entered This System date 
JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL Credit Accepted From (In Red Ink) 
Grade Seven Year 19 19 Grade Eight Year 19_19_ Grade Nine Year 19_19_ 
Subject Teacher 1st 2nd Cr. Subject Teacher 1st 2nd Cr. Subject Teacher 1st 2nd Cr. 
Ninth Grade 
Days Present Days Present Days Present 
Total Credit ( ) Total Credit Tota I Credit I ) \ 
-
I 
·-· -- ·-----• 
NAME COLOR IWI IC! SEX lMJ 11"1 
,,.--- Lasr t1rsr m1uu1w l\,,.llC\o,., last First Middle (Check) 
Cl ICll •c r"'I l~AI 11 A -.-1, 1.-
,. 
.., __ 
- I . - - · - - .. ... - . -4. SCHOOL HEALTH RECORD .. 
. 
-
. 
·-··· 
Grade VISION TEST MEDICAL HISTORY 
UNCORRECTED 
ILLNESS DATE AND REMARKS IMMUNITY STATUS · iEnter Dates) 
CORRECTED GLASSES DATE VISUAL ACCUITY VISUAL ACCUITY ADVISED OR CHICKEN POX DISEASE BASIC BOOSTER DOSES OF TEST 
RECEIVED DIPHTHERIA 
, .. 
R L R L TETANUS 
1 GERMAN MEASLES DIPHTHERIA 
2 MEASLES WHOOP'G COUGH 
3 MUMPS TYPHOID FEVER 
4 
WHOOPING COUGH SMALL POX 
.... 
5 POLIOMYELITIS POLIO# 1 2 3 4 
6 SCARLET FEVER 
7 
SMALLPOX 
--
8 
TYPHOID FEVER TESTS Ng. or Ps. 
9 
PNEUMONIA SCHICK 
10 
EAR INFECTIONS DICK 
TONSILLITIS T-B TEST -
11 
EPILEPSY X-RAY 
12 
INJURIES Contact WITH TUBERCULOSIS -· 
SURGERY 0. M p o 0 
HEARING TESTS 
DIABETES OTHER HISTORY !Including Emotional and Social) -~ - . 
GROUP INDIVIDUAL REFERRED TREATMENT ALLERGY ····-
.ATE 
SCREENING TEST RECEIVED 
TUBERCULOSIS - --·· 
R l R L 
RHEUMATIC FEVER . ... ~ 1 
- 2 PHYSICAL EXAMINATION !See Code Below) DENTAL EXAMINATIONS 
3 DATE DATE 
4 GRADE GRADE 
5 NEU~OLOGICAL UNFILLED DECIDUOUS 
6 POSTURE CARIOUS 
7 NUTRITION 
TEETH PERMANENl 
8 SKIN EXTRACTIONS DECIDUOUS 
9 HAIR SCA LP APPARENTLY 
EYES INDICATED PERMANENT 10 
11 EARS EVIDENCE OF 
12 NOSE DENTAL CARE 
THROAT PROPHYLAXIS NEEDED 
HEIGHT AND WEIGHT RECORD MOUTH BREATHING ORTHODONTIST EXAM-
SPEECH DEFECT !NATION NEEDED 
SEPT. FEB. APRIL NORMAL 
DATE WEIGHT HEIGHT DENTAL ATTENTION 
WT. HT. WT. HT. WT. HT. WEIGHT NEEDED 
1 THYROID PARENT PRESENT 
2 LYMPH GLANDS DENTAL RECOMMENDATIONS IX-Rav, Sodium Fluoride): 
3 HEART 
4 LUNGS 
5 CHEST 
6 ABDOMEN 
7 -...... HERNIA MEDICAL RECOMMENDATIONS !Effect on Scho~ ,ctivitiesl: 
ORTHOPEDIC . 8 
9 
GENERAL APPEARANCE 
-·-
...... .._ ... ,'OJ,..,,.. 
-...-
, 
I 
I 
I 
--
• 
,,., NAME COLOR IWI (CJ SEX IMI lfl 
La sf t1rsr MIU\11• \\wllC\o"-f Last First Middle I Check) 
PUPIL'S CUMULATIVE 
HEALTH AND SCHOLARSHIP RECORD 
'· 
PERSONAL AND FAMILY HISTORY 
BIRTH: Y11r Month Day Place Address: Telephone: 
Number of Brothen: Older Younger Number of Sisters: elder Younger 
Proof at Birth Race or Nationality 
Home Condltiont: Good Average Poor Date Gratluated 
ENTRANCE AND WITHDRAWAL RECORD THIS SPACE FOR Parent'• Name Occupation NatlOlllllty PHOTOGRAPH OF CHILD 
Date Enterecl Grade School Date of Withdrawal Cause of Withdrawal • Father 
·································· • Mother 
Guardian 
Family Physician 
•11 Father or Mother it dlld 9iv1 OlllH and )'1111 of deatll: 
Pupil livea with: A1e: Date: 
2. ELEMENTARY SCHOLASTIC AND ATTENDANCE RECORD 
Attendance and Ai:ademlc Record - Grades 1 to 6 or 1 to I. - Markins System: SH Footnote 
ATTENDANCE LANGUAGE ARTS MATH. SOCIAL STUDIES NATURAL SCIENCE FINE ARTS STATISTICS 
- --
b 
. 
• 
31 
!i !. e 1 ~ c . 5 I c .. : c 1 ~ ,., • 3 < ! l':' i :I :z: j .. . u ... .i 1 ~ J! ~ ,.. .. l .. "i "' .. .. .. .. :t 0 J! .. I Q Q c :§ . E :i: :i: . "g '3 • f .E Name of School Grade School Teacher : :a .g "' Is. J j .!! ! 1! .. £ .,; . 1 .. i. .i ~ YMI E .. ~ -;; c 2 > ii ~ :I e E ! 0 j::: .. Q, • ~ ::i .. IC 
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:E L < L c 
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-
-
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~ 
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------
-
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---------------·----------- ---------------
-
' 
-------------------------------------------
--------
--------------------------------------------------
' 
MAllKING SYSTEM: A, ex~erlent or __ to __ ; B, good or __ to __ ; C, average or--10--l D, fair or --'O--; E, poor or--to--; F, failure or __ to- Letters or numerical grades may be us~ 
•cause of Absence 111 Illness, 121 Work, (3) Travel, 141 Truancy, 151 
-
3. 
SEVENTH GRADE: Date 19 19 H. R. Teacher 
) MARKS No. 
SUBJECTS ) , Periods !st. 2nd. Credits Teacher 
.eks _Weekly Sem. Sem. Year 
------
---
---
-
---
---
---
-
- ·--
---
---
------
-
---
---
---
---
---
Attend- I Date En• 
anee tered 
I No. Daya In 
School Yr. 
I Days 
Present 
I Days Absent 
I Chief Cauae 
of Absence• 
NIN!l! GRADE: Date 19 19 H. R. Teacher 
No. MARKS 
SUBJECTS No. Periods !st. 2nd. Credi ta 
We~k• Weekly Sem. _!!!!!:... Yeu 
---
---
---
-
---
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SECONDARY SCHOLASTIC AND ATTENDANCE RECORD 
Hlch School Record - Grades 7 to 12 or 9 to 12 
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Ii s. PERSONALITY RATING RECORD 
SERIOUSNESS Of' PURPOSE j( I 2 3 4 s 6 7 8 9 lO II 12 THIS SPACE TO BE USED f'OR COMMENTS BY 'ANY TEACHER: 
lndultry 
lnltfatlvo 
l'ononal Appeuance 
Influence 
Cencorn lot Othtn 
11-oilMlity 
Emotional St>IMlilY 
6. STANDARD TEST RECORD 
SCHOOL GRADE DATE NAME OFTEST FORM SCORE C. A. M. A. 1.0. STANO. NORM. CITY NORM. 
GRADE EQ. 
OR RANK REMARKS 
7. EXTRA CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES AND HONORS \ 
YEAR ORGANIZATION OR EVENT SPONSOR OFFICE OR HONOR YEAR ORGANIZATION OR EVENT OFFICE OR HONOR YEAR SPORT AMT. PLAYED AWARD YEAR SPORT AMT.PLAYED AWARD 
~ 
A 
• 
8. GRADl!ATE AND POST GRADUATE HISTORY . 
GRAOUAT.ION RECORD SUMMARY Of' HIGH SCHOO~ CREDITS POSJ GRADUATE HISTORY 
' 
Rank English Industrial Arts 
SCHOOL Datt No.In Cius In Class Social Studies Physical £duration Transcript Datt 
' Mathematics Art 
Shlth Gtldt Science Music .Sent To Datt 
Languages 
tllhth Ctlde Commercial ... .... -h Follow Up: 
Agriculture Coll!!• Entered Cou"e 
--
Home Making Voeatlon 
Industrial Arts Rrmarks: 
,_..,,_ Physical Education 
9. SUPPLEMENTARY REMARKS ON INTERESTS, HOBBIES, ATTITUDES 
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ON nt8 RJICDIU> OHL Y AFTl!ll CAlUll'UL CONSID!RA TION 
BIRTH: Veer Month Day Place 
Number of Brothara: Older Younger Number of Sisters: Older Younger 
Proof of Birth Race or Nationality 
Home Conditions: Good Average Poor Date Graduated 
ENTRANCE AND WITHDRAWAL RECORD 
1r1 NAME 
1c.nec1<.J lost First 
PUPIL'S CUMULATIVE 
HEALTH AND SCHOLARSHIP RECORD 
COMMUNITY UNIT SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 1 
CARLYLE, ILLINOIS 
1 PERSONAL AND F'AMILV HISTORY . 
Address: Telephone: 
Parent's Name Occupation 
Date Entered Grade School Date of Withdrawal Cause of Withdrawal F~ther 
Name of School Grade School 
Year 
Mother 
Guardian 
Family Physicl!n 
•11 Father or Mother la dead give cause and year or death: 
Pupil fives with: 
2. ELEMENTARY SCHOLASTIC AND ATTENDANCE RECORD 
Attendance and Academic Record - Grades 1 to 6 or 1 to I. - Marking System: See Footnote 
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\. 
MAI/KING SYSTEM: A, excellent or_to __ ; B, good or_to_; C, average or __ to __ , D, fair or __ to __ , E, poor or_to-; F, failure or_to- ..... Letters or numerical grades may be used. 
•Couse of Absence (1) Illness, (2) Work, (3) Travel, (4) Truancy, (51·-------------- Form 420-Thomos Randolph Co., Champaign, Ill 
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4. SCHOOL HEALTH RECORD 
I Grade VISION TEST MEDICAL HISTORY 
UNCORRECTED CORRECTED 
ILLNESS DATE AND REMARKS IMMUNITY STATUS !Enter Dates) 
GLASSES DATE VISUAL ACCUITY VISUAL ACCUITY ADVISED OR CHICKEN POX DISEASE BASIC BOOSTER DOSES ) F TEST 
R L R L RECEIVED DIPHTHERIA TETANUS 
! 1 GERMAN MEASLES DIPHTHERIA 
~ 2 MEASLES WHOOP'G COUGH 
I 3 MUMPS TYPHOID FEVER 
I 4 WHOOPING COUGH SMALL POX 
I 5 POLIOMYELITIS POLIO# 1 2 3 4 
I 6 SCARLET FEVER 
I SMALLPOX ·. 7 
I B TYPHOID FEVER TESTS Ng. or Ps. 
I 9 PNEUMONIA SCHICK 
I 10 EAR INFECTIONS DICK TONS! LLITIS T·B TEST I 11 EPILEPSY X·RAY I 12 INJURIES Contact WITH TUBERCULOSIS 
I HEARING TESTS SURGERY 
DIABETES OTHER HISTORY !Including Emotional and Social) 
GROUP INDIVIDUAL REFERRED TREATMENT ALLERGY 
I DATE 
SCREENING TEST RECEIVED 
TUBERCULOSIS 
R L R L 
r 
RHEUMATIC FEVER 
1 
2 PHYSICAL EXAMINATION !See Code Below) DENTAL EXAMINATIONS 
I 3 DATE DATE 
I 4 GRADE GRADE 
5 NEUROLOGICA L UNFILLED DECIDUOUS 
I 6 POSTURE CARIOUS 
NUTRITION TEETH PERMANENl 7 
I 8 SKIN EXTRACTIONS DECIDUOUS 
I 9 HAIR-SCA LP APPARENTLY 
I EYES INDICATED PERMANENT 10 
11 EA RS EVIDENCE OF 
12 NOSE DENTAL CARE 
THROAT PROPHYLAXIS NEEDED 
I HEIGHT AND WEIGHT RECORD MOUTH BREATHING ORTHODONTIST EXAM-
NORMAL 
SPEECH DEFECT !NATION NEEDED 
SEPT. FEB. APR IL WEIGHT HEIGHT DATE DENTAL ATTENTION 
WT. HT. WT. HT. WT. HT. WEIGHT NEEDED 
I 1 THYROID PARENT PRESENT 
I 2 LYMPH G LANDS DENTAL RECOMMENDATIONS (X·Rav, Sodium Fluoride), 
I 3 HEART 
LUNGS 
' 
4 
I 5 CHEST .. 
I 6 ABDOMEN \ 
I HERNIA MEDICAL RECOMMENDATIONS (Effect on Schoo ...... ctivitiesJ, 7 
I 8 ORTHOPEDIC 
GENERAL APPEARANCE I 9 
I URINALYSIS 10 BLOOD COUNT 
11 
I OTHER 12 r PARENT PRESENT .............. 
I . SPECTION M ervable defect. 
X =Defect. 
Circled X = Corrected . 
V = Irremediable 
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4. SCHOOL HEALTH RECORD 
I Grade VISION TEST MEDICAL HISTORY 
UNCORRECTED CORRECTED 
ILLNESS DATE AND REMARKS IMMUNITY STATUS (Enter Dates) 
GLASSES DATE VISUA L ACCUITY V ISUA L A CCUITY ADVISED OR CHICKEN POX DISEASE BASIC BOOSTER DOSES ) F TEST 
R L R L RECEIVED DIPHTHERI A I TETANUS 
! l GERMA N MEASLES DIPHTHERIA 
~ 2 MEASLES WHOOP'G COUGH 
r 3 MUMPS TYPHOID FEVER 
I 4 W HOOPING COUGH SM A LL POX 
I 5 POLI OM YELITIS POLIO# l 2 3 4 
I 6 SCARLET FEVER 
I SM A LLPOX 
.. 
7 
TYPHO ID FEVER TESTS Ng. or Ps. I 8 
I 9 PN EUMONI A SCH ICK EA R INFECTI ONS DI CK I 10 TONS! LLI TI S T· B TEST 
11 
EP ILEPSY X- RAY 
12 
INJU RI ES Contact W ITH TUBERCULOSIS 
HEARING TESTS SURGERY 
DIABETES OTHER HISTORY (Includ ing Emotional and Social) 
GROUP INDIVIDUAL REFER RED TREATMENT A LLERGY 
I DATE 
SCREENING TEST RECEIVED 
TUBERCULOSIS 
R L R L 
r 
RHEUM ATI C FEV ER 
1 
I 2 PHYSICAL EXAMINATION (See Cade Below ) DENTAL EXAMINATIONS 
I 3 DATE DATE 
4 G RA DE GRADE 
I 5 NEU~OLOG I CA L UNFILLED DECIDUOUS 
I 6 POSTURE CA RI O US 
I N UT RIT ION TEETH PERMA NENl 7 
l 8 SK IN EXTRACTIONS DECIDUOUS 
l 9 HA IR-SCA LP A PPA RENTLY 
I EYES INDICATED PERMANENT 10 
11 EARS EV IDEN CE OF 
12 NOSE DENTA L CARE 
TH ROA T PROPHYLAX IS NEEDED 
I HEl~HT AND WEIGHT RECORD MOUTH BREATHING O RTHO DONTIST EXAM -
I DATE 
SPEECH DEFECT !NATION NEEDED 
SEPT. FEB. A PRIL NORM A L W EIGHT HEIGHT DENTAL ATTENTION 
WT. HT. W T. HT. W T. HT. W EI GHT NEEDED 
~ 1 THYROID PARENT PRESENT 
2 LYM PH G LA N DS DENTA L RECOMMENDATIONS (X- Rav, Sod ium Fluoride) : 
HEA RT I 3 
LUNGS I 4 
5 CHEST 
6 A BDOMEN 
I 7 HE RNIA MEDICAL RE COMMENDATIONS !Effect an Schoo, "ctivi tiesl : 
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ORTHOPEDIC 
9 
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JO 
URINA LYSIS 
BLOOD COUNT ~ ·J 1 O THE R 
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INSPECTION MARKING CODE:- 0 = Na observable defect. 
X =Defect. 
Cirded X = Corrected , 
V = Irremed iable 
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last First Middle 
IN&Tl.UCTION TO THJ! TI!.ACHU: n... ...., •- De p-.-o. ll - DI 
palled Uoac from IClaool ID ecllool. U doc cWJd wUhclrll..,. from ocbool ,. IM ..._ 
ii claoed cilia --" -..W be ......- ID doc Cit, Supcnncendoos ol lldooolii' ....._ 
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bk to dac ,..ol oo zequac. THl!SE MAllXS ENTl!RJ!D i\JU! A PERMAHBNl 
UCOJ.D OP 1llB CHILD'S SCHOOL HISTOllY AND SHOULD at! BNTBaBl 
ON THI IUICOIU> ONLY APTl!1l CA1llll'UL CONSIDl!llA TION 
BIRTH: Year Month Day Place 
Number of Brothers: Older Younger Number of Sisters: 91der Younger 
Proof of Birth Race or Nationality 
Home Conditions: Good Average Poor Date Gra•uated 
ENTRANCE AND WITHDRAWAL RECORD 
,,., NAME 
1Lnec1<.J last First 
PUPIL'S CUMULATIVE 
HEAL TH AND SCHOLARSHIP RECORD 
COMMUNITY UNIT SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 1 
CARLYLE, ILLINOIS 
1 PERSONAL AND FAMILY HISTORY . 
Address: Telephone: 
Parent's Name Occupation 
Date Entered Grade School Date of Withdrawal Cause of Withdrawal F•ther 
Name of School Grade School 
Year 
Mother 
Guardian 
Family Physician 
•If Father or Mother is d .. d give cause and yw of d .. th: 
Pupil lives with: 
2. ELEMENTARY SCHOLASTIC AND ATTENDANCE RECORD 
Attendance and Academic Record - Grades 1 to 6 or 1 to 8. - Marking System: See Footnote 
Teacher 
ATTENDANCE 
STATISTICS 
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c !. • 
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c ~ : 
,Q 
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"' .. . ~ ... ... .. .. c c : ] ;;; 0 e 0 i= ... 
LANGUAGE ARTS 
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..... 
MATH. SOCIAL STUDIES 
!! 
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.. 
~ ~ :e 
·! "' ~ .c ~ ~ e " J: :c .. .. .. 
:§ I;, .,; ~ .. ~ 0 -:; 
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Middle 
Nationality 
COLOR (WI (CJ SEX 
(Check) 
Issued by 
Superintendent's Office 
THIS SPACE FOR 
PHOTOGRAPH OF CHILD 
• 
.......................................• 
• 
Age: Date: 
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'i e :c 
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----------1------1------1-----------------· ----------------------------· -----------------
-----------1------1------i----------1-- ----------------------------------------------------
----------1-----·i------1----------1---------------------------· - --------- -----------------
-----------1------1------1----------11-- ----------------------------------------------------
-----------1------·1------1----------11-- ------------------------------·---------------------
' . MAllKING SYSTEM: A, excellent or_to_; B, good or __ to_; C, average or __ to--; D, fair or _ _ to_; E, poor or-to--; F, failure or __ to- .... - letters or numerical grades may be used. 
•Cause of Absence (1) Illness, (2) Work, (3) Travel, (41 Truancy, (51-------------- Form 420-Thomas Randolph Co., Champaign, Ill 
NAME COLOR (W) (C) SEX (M) (f) 
Last First Middle (Check) 
PUPILS CUMULATIVE RECORD SHELBYVILLE COMMUNITY UNIT SCHOOL 
PERSONAL AND FAMILY HISTORY 
BIRTH: Year Month Day Place Talephone: 
Number of Brothers: Older Youngor Number of Sitters: Older Younger 
Proof of Birth Race or Nationality 
ENTRANCE AND WITHDRAWAL RECORD Paren1'1 Name Occupation Nationality 
With Whom Does Child 
Reside? (Check Below.) 
Dato Entered Grade School Date of Withdrawal Cause of Withdrawal 
Father 
Mother 
Guardian 
Family Physician 
ELEMENTARY SCHOLASTIC AND ATTENDANCE RECORD 
Attendance and Academic Record - Grades l to 6 Markins System: See Footnote 
" 
... --~--~-------< 
• -W Name of School Grade School Teacher 
Year 
ATTENDANCE 
STATISTICS 
. 
c: 
" .. ... 
. ~ .Q 'E ~ u c( .. c 
"' c . .... .... ~ .. 
- c ~~ c e I-< i= 
LANGUAGE ARTS MATH. 
., u 
.. 
"' 
.. .. e c: .. :0 :~ :.§ " .. :§ :I -;; c ~ c. .. < a: UJ .... 
MARKING SYSTEM: A , exceUent; B, above average; C, Averagej D, unsatisfac~ory , barely passing ; E, not acceptable for credit , 
•cause of Absence (1) Illness, (2) Work, (3) Travel, (4) Truancy, (5l------------------
SECONDARY SCHOLASTJC AND ATTENDANCE RECORD 
Hlch School Record - Grades 7 to 12 
SOCIAL STUDIES 
Parents Separated Q ___ 19 _ Mother Dead O __ 19 _ 
Parents Divorced 0 19 Father Dead 0 ].9 
NATURAL SCIENCE 
., 
~ 
., 
·;:; 
UJ 
FINE ARTS . 
.. 
c: 
-~ 
c 
==================================================================================== 
SEVENTH GRADE: 
SUBJECTS 
Date 19 
No. 
Weeks 
No. 
Periods 
Weekly 
19 
Length 
of 
Period 
in Min. 
MARKS 
1st. ind. 
Sem. Sem. 
H. R. Teacher 
Credits teacher 
Special Ability, Ed. or Vocational 
Suggeations by H. R. Teacher or 
Counselor 
EIGHTH GRADE: 
SUBJECTS 
Date 19 
No. 
Weeks 
No. 
Periods 
Weekly 
19 
Length 
of 
eriods 
in Min. 
MARKS 
1st. 2nd. 
Sem. Som. 
H. R. Teacher 
Credito TNcher 
Special Ability, Ed. or Vocational 
Suggeationa by H. R. Teacher or 
Counae:or 
DISEASES CHICKEN POX HISTORY 
Date 
IMMUNI- SMALL POX 
ZATIONS SCAR 
Date 
Year Grade Age Height 
1 
K 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
INSPECTION MARKING CODE 
0-0dSERVABL E DEFECTS 
X-SLIGHT DEFECT . 
2X-NEEDS CORRECTION 
3X-IMMEDIATE ATTENTION 
V-IRREMEDIABLE 
Detail ~n space below any defect 
using code No. in column heading 
DATE CODE OBSERVATIONS 
' 
SCHOOL HEAL TH RECORD 
DIPHTHERIA WHOOPING EPILEPSY MEASLES MUMPS RHEUMATIC SCARLET REPEATED ASTHMA POLIOMYELITIS SERIOUS COUGH DIABETES FEVER FEVER SORE THROAT HAY FEVER ACCIDENT OPERATIONS 
1. 
DIPHTHERIA WHOOPING TYPHOID SODIUM FLUORIDE CHEST TUBERCULIN DICK SCHICK COUGH TETANUS DATES X-RAY TEST TEST TEST HANDEDNESS 2. 
R. L. 3. 
Nervous Skin Noae Heart LUNGS Eara Eyes TEETH 
Weight Nutri· Symp- Posture Spine Feet Obstruc· Throat Glands Speech ti on CAVITIES toms Scalp ti on Murmur Rhythm Blood ~ercus- Auscu· Genitals Hernia Glasses Urin- Maloc-Preseure sion lation R L R L B Date alysis Gums clusion Temp. Perm. 
2 3 4 5 8 7 6 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 28 27 2a 29 30 
DOCTOR'S SIGNATURE 19 __ DENTIST'S SIGNATURE l9 
DOCTOR'S SIGNATURE < 19 __ DENTIST'S SIGNATURE l9 
DOCTOR'S SIGNATURE 19 __ DENTIST'S SIGNATURE l9 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
I 
• .H 
"• 
. .... r. .. 
. 
-( J ,. I._) q 
4 
: S:iJ:.llHU<lR 
So!'.HA!'.F)U ;)!A!:) 
alJu!.x.rnw 
JI.IO M. 
papuanu s1001.ps .lol{l0 
a.8aIIO;) U! S.IOUOl{ {U!;>ads 
a.8aIIOJ u~ p.IO;)i3(! ;)!lSU[Ol{;)S 
<llUP UO!lUllptU!) 
oS.IllO:) 
<llUQ pa.Ialua aja[IOJ 
<llUQ Ol lUi3S ld!.J:>SUU.IJ.. 
,UIO.lSIH uvnav"M~ .lSOd 
lUa·pn~s JO UO!U!dO S.IoAOJdlU~ 
·v ·y 
·s ·s 
·;:; ·i 
'1 ·1 
S.IaAofQwa JO sassa.Ippu puu sawuN {OOl{;)S JO i3P!Slll0 puq SUl{' wapnlS sqo f 
( 1001ps U!) OllO:>U .lN3WA01dW3 
,_ . 
..... 
. ::
6 0 ':zj 0 1-r· ~ (f.l ::tJ !:d c Cl 
:,:rJ 8 trJ H .!:d 2; ~ t;r ; ::tJ t:rj tr. 
tr. q; 8 2:: ~ t t'' ::.:; t;r_ H 8 H (f.l ~ 8 ~ (f.l L.:.. ~.; 
trJ ~ ::r. z:: ._, i::::: !t- t1 -. ,_, I 8 ~. ~' lJ t"' ~ C/J t:J h ~ 
:r z §] ~ .:::; c. ::.:; ~ ti:. r 1-l '-' 
·""' 
...... ~ 
t:1 ::r Q !=< e:1 ::;r1 t:1 ,_. ~ i :;: (/.; ;,,:_, '-~ (f.l t? 
0 H 0 ~ 
:t. · Q ::tJ ,.. 
t1 g; (f.l :;:::, (f.l I IT'. 0 
!:d I (f.l ~ 
I 
i 
i 
i 
I 
I 
l 
' I 
' 
' 
I 
I 
! 
I 
' 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I l i 
I i I 
I ! 
I ! i 
! 
---
I 
·-· -
i 
I I 
i 
I - -
: 
! 
i 
I 
I 
' 
I i I 
' 
l 
i 
I T I 
I i I I I ' I ' 
~ I I I ' 
---3,,,. .. 
l I ! ! 
I 
l:rJ ~: ;;- '.I:_ !i 
?i ::cl :r !~ ~., 
:i:j I 
'--< -I 
.... 
;- ' 
tr,; ~ rt:! ~ p:. D:; 
trj .... ..;i 
E: ~ ~ ~ ..,.; 
;:-) 'j). 
j 
~ 
~ ~ 
i 
B!:lte '1'iven ~ 
...,,.,."" ~ 
-
C!. <>,.... t."" n,.."" m P. ,q n; Il"' 
' 
Sensory Imagery I 
I 
I 
i 
1-<.::>1 ~ti ()nqhin~ 
Emotional Re octio1 
n..,n""-'Y'al ization 
Visual Scruting 
Word Meaning 
Phonetic Analysi~ 
Word Analysis 
Structural hnalr_:L 
! Die·t·iena-r>-y~·i-1 Total Score 
.. - .-· .. .. - . . -·- ~ . . .. . . . 
I ; Rating I~ 
' .::ientence (f.l ~ -i· 0 
I ' Moo ni nt:r i.4 0 >< 
I Sensory ::c! I~ : t:r1 .. T,.,...a P'8S :Tl 
0 :.c 
i z: 
i Motives '-! ~ 
..... . 8 
Rela tionshiJ: trJ 
' 
S ' (f.l 
t 1~ 8 i Visual "-' ' I: 
· PP.,...,..ention 1t: 
I 
.huditort ! I i 
' Pe"'r cep ion 'i I ' 
' 
' I 
I 
! 
I TOTAL I 
' I 
RATING I 
8 
tp tp 
trJ ::r::-
'"Ij (f.l 
0 ct H 
!:d 0 (") 
t:rj 
°" ~ :E'. () t:rj 
trJ () !J:;-
0 1:::1 
::.:H:t H 
t:r:J'd z 
:i:- D Q 
t::l ::J ~8 
trJ 
(f.l 
8 
(f.l 
::r. 
trJ 
t'1 ~ 
< (f.l H 
~~ hl t:rJ 
KO 
<:o 
H~ 
t'1 ,.:>. ~~ 
.. 1-1 
t-=• 
H !-<? t"I . 
r-r-o--
H Z 
~H 
08 
H 
(f.l (f.l 
Q 
::r: 
0 
0 
z 
:i::-
li] 
g 
Student's Name 
Date Name of Tests 
I 
I 
I 
i 
I 
I 
v 
I 
RECORD OF TEST DAT A 
II Birthday Mo. Day Yr. 
Grade C.A. I.Q. Score Stand Unit % Norm Norm Rank 
Grade 
Equi. 
Age 
Shelbyville Community Schools 
Shelbyville, Illinois 
Equi. Remarks 
0 
I' 
11 
NAME COLOR (W ) (C) SEX (M ) 
'"\ ....... - -- -- --- .... -. Last First Middle (Check) 
PUPILS CUMULATIVE RECORD - SHELBYVILLE COMMUNITY UNIT SCHOOL 
PERSONAL AND FAMILY HISTORY 
BIRTH: Year Month Day Place Telephone: 
Number of Brothers: Older Younger Number of Sillera : Older Younger 
Proof of Binh Race or Nationality 
ENTRANCE AND WITHDRAWAL RECORD Parent's Name Occupation Nationality 
With Who m Does Ch ild 
Re s id e? (Ch eck Below.) 
Date Entered Grade School Date of Withdrawal Cause of Withdrawal Father 
Mother 
Guardian 
Family Ph19ician 
ELEMENTARY SCHOLASTIC AND ATTENDANCE RECORD 
Attendance and Academic Record - Grades i to C Muklnc System: See Footnote 
" 
.. --~-~~--...; 
' -W Name of School Grade School Teacher 
Year 
ATTENDANCE 
STATISTICS 
. 
~ 
~ ,., . .. "O 
~ " <( ~ c: 0 • ~ I-,, 
.. m 
ti i 0 e ~~ j:: 
LANGUAGE ARTS MATH. 
- ~ " .. 
"' 
.. -~ c: .. 
:c :~ :§ :I .. ~ :g a; c: ~ c. al < C:· U> .... 
MARKI NG SYSTEM : A, excell e nt ; B , a bove aver a ge; C , Aver a g e ; D , unsat isfac~ory, b a r e ly passing ; E , not accept a bl e fo r credit . 
• cause of Absence '1 ) Illness, (2) Work, (3) Travel, (4) Truancy, (5l-------- -----------
SECONDARY SCHOLASTJC AND ATTENDANCE RECORD 
SOC IAL STUDIES 
Parents Separa ted o ___ 19 _ Mother D ead O __ u _ 
Parent s Divorced 0 U Father Dead 0 '-' 
NATURAL SCIENCE FINE ARTS . 
.. 
c: 
-~ 
c 
Hlch School Record - Gra=d=e=s==7=t=o==1=2=============================================================================================== 
SEVENTH GRADE: 
SUBJECTS 
I 
Date 19 
No. 
Weeks 
J 
No. 
Periods 
Weekly 
19 
L ength 
of 
Periods 
in Min. 
MARKS 
1st. 2nd. 
Sem. Sem. 
H. R. Teacher 
Credits teacher 
Special Ability, Ed. or Vocational 
Suggestions by H. R. Teacher or 
Counselor 
EIGHTH GRADE: 
SUBJECTS 
Date U 
No. 
-- Weeks 
No. 
Periods 
Weekly 
19 
Length 
of 
!Periods 
n Min. 
MARKS 
1st. 2nd. 
Sem. Sem. 
H. R. Teacher 
Credit a Teacher 
Special Ability, Ed. or Vocational 
Suggestions by H. R. Teacher or 
Counae:or 
adlvv 
PHYSICAL RECORD 
Name Family Physician Dentist 
Date of Birth: Month Day Year Recorded Sex White Colored 
Dates of Immunization: Smallpox Diphtheria Pol iomyel it is Typhoid Fever 
History of Illness: Measles Mumps Chickenpox Whooping Cough Scarlet Fever 
Typhoid Fever Influenza Infantile Paralysis Diphtheria 
; Allergies Rheumatic Fever Diabetes Tuberculosis Deformities I 
Neurological Disorders: Muscular Dystrophy Multiple Sclerosis Mental Retardation Cerebral Palsy Epilepsy 
Grade 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 Observations PSYCHOGRAPH 
and Notes Vocational { 1 3 Date Interest Claimed 2 4 
Age UJ Students Lower UJ 
"' 
..... 
~ z ~ 
Height "" "" z 1. Vocational Tests 0 0:: UJ 20 40 60 80 u 
Weight 
~·· l Vision R. Vision L. -....:: Vision Both 2. Intelligence Tests 
la rs 
I Hearing 
{ Right 
Left 
I 
3. Personalitv Tests 
Teeth need { Yes 
Attention No 
Nose 
I Throat 
Lymph Nodes 
Thorax 4. Mechanical Tests 
Thyroid Glands ' 
Skin 
Posture 
5. Special Abilities 
Heart 
Lungs 
r& Urinalysis Sugar 6. Other Tests 
Alb. 
Miscellaneous Code 
0- No Defect EMPLOYMENT RECORD 
X- Slight Defect No. Hrs. Weekly Date Kind of Work Per Week Wage Reason for Work 
XX-Defect Needs 
Attention 
0- (in red) Shows 
Examiner (lnit' Correction ( 
Form 207-Model Pub. Lo •• St. Louis '--
. 
Address Home Telephone Sex~ 
Parent Business Address Occupation of Parent 
Nationality of Father Educational Status Nationality of Mother Educational Status 
Birthplace of Father of Mother Home Conditions G I IP 
Date of Pupil's Birth Place of Birth Date Graduated Color: White D Black [ 
ATTENDANCE AND SCHOLARSHIP RECORD 
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL Credit Accepted Fram School Cln Red Ink) 
Age c Outside Reading .... Q) bO o(! bO bO ~ ~ - 0 >. "'c "' >. :; Q) . () () c . E .!: "' • >. .. ·-Date of >. Q) Q) 'O :E ~ () ~ ~ ~ 'iii c B () bO ~ () .... ~ Year Sept. Teacher ~ :;; () ~ ....: c .f! ::J 'O bO .. +:: ·:;; 0 0. .. ·- .. in English .. "' Gi .. () Admission 0 ~ ·~ :1 
.d: E w Q) ·- .... ::J .. c ~ ~ . ~ (3 Q) .. Q) >. ::J .. i= I- bO .... ·u ...I .. ::;: Q) .5 (!l 0. :i:: (!l ~ :i:: ct ~ en 1 a._ <( en a: en Book Reports Per Year 
Number of 
Books Read: 
First Year 
Second Year 
Third Year 
Fourth Year 
Fifth Year 
' 
Sixth Year 
. -
Seventh Year 
Readings= Eighth Year 
Transferred from Remarks: Author Title 
School date 
School date 
Entered This System date 
JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL Credit Accepted From (I n Red Ink) 
Grade Seven Year 19 19 Grade Eight Year 19 19 Grade Nine Year 19 19 __ 
Subject Teacher 1st 2nd Cr. Subject Teacher 1st 2nd Cr. Subject Teacher 1st 2nd Cr. 
Ninth Grade 
Days Present c;= Days Present Days Present ) 
Tota I Credit Total Credit Total Credit 
( SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL Credit Accepted From __________ School on Red ink> ) 
Grade Ten Year 19 19 Grade ·Eleven Year 19 
--
19 Grade Twelve Year 19 
-
19 
--
Outside Reading in English Subject Teacher 1st 2nd Cr. Subject Teacher 1st 2nd Cr. Subject Teacher 1st 2nd Cr. _ _ Book Reports Required a Year 
Author: Title 
Tenth Grade 
Days Present Days Present Days Present Eleventh Grade 
Total Credit Total Credit Tota I Credit 
Total Credit at Graduation Number in Senior Class Senior Class Rank 
Transferred from Remarks: 
School date 
School date 
Entered This System date 
MENTAL TEST RECORD ACHIEVEMENT TEST RECORD 
TEST Form Date Score C.A. M.A. 1.Q. % TEST Form Date Test Pupil's E.A. C.A. A.Q; School % Twelfth Grade Rank Norm. Score Grade Rank 
CODE High School Requirement met in Mo. Miscellaneous Information Const. Law of 1947 
To determine C. A. as of Sept. 1, any year C.A. Actual Age in years 
M.A. Mental Age Date Score_ 3 
Birthday Jan. 1 to May 31, add 72 year 
1.Q. Intelligence Quotient High School Requirement met in U. S. 
Birthday June 1 to Nov. 30, neither add nor subtract E.A. Educational Age Const., Am. Hist. and Inst. Law of 1947 
Birthday Dec. - subtract 72 year A.Q. Accomplishment Quotient Date Score __ 3 
Photo 
PERMANENT RECORD CARD 
Ageness 0-N-U Progress R-N-S 
Grade Progress 19_ 19_ 19_ 19_ 19- 19 __ 
19-- 19- 19- 19- 19- 19--
Years 19_ 19_ 19_ 19_ 19_ 19_ 19_ 19_ 19_ 19_ 19_ 19_ 19 19- 19_ 19_ 19 __ 19 __ 19_ 19_ 19_ 19 __ 
Grade 19- 19_ 19_ 19- 19- 19 __ 
Activity Progress Citizenship Progress 
Office 
c ~ .., Code: Code: 7th Yr. 8th Yr. 9th Yr. Any Special Record: 0 ::I ~ c. c E E E .. "' :;:; ti .., 0 c .n 1:- > :;:; c: .c :;:; 1 Good 1 Good E E E ~ :;:; ::J 0 
"' "' "' "' CD "' .. .. .a "' 
.. <.> :;:; a; !.':! CD rn
"' 
·rn rn it ::J ! ,, "' ,, ~ :E :s :i: ., "' 2 Fair 2 Fair rn rn rn "iii "' c rn «i ·c:; ,, c. ,, ,, ,, ., 0 .. c c c CD c: .. 0 ... c ... c ... c ~ 0 
"' "' 
0 c. 0 0 
"' 
0 ~ 0 ~ 0 ~ 0 Activity- 7th Yr. a.. > rn ~ (.) CD ~ rn ...J (.) 3 Poor 3 Poor ii: 0 ii: u ii: u 0 ., 
"' "' 
.,. 
11. rn rn rn 
. Remarks: Working Manner 
I Cooperativeness Independence 
Activity - 8th Yr. Sociability 
10th Yr. 11th Yr. 12th Yr. 
Code: 
E E E 1 Good E 
"' 
E 
"' 
E 
"' 
"' 
rn 
"' 
rn 
"' 
rn
rn ,, rn ,, rn ,, 
2 Fair ... c ... c ... c Activity - 9th Yr. ~ 0 ~ 0 ~ 0 ii: u ii: 0 ii: u 3 Poor "' "' "' rn rn rn 
Working Manner 
Cooperativeness 
Activity - 10th Yr. Independence 
I Sociability 
Record in College or University: 
Activity - 11th Yr. 
Activity- 12th Yr. 
Dropped School - Date: 
Reason: 
I 
Last Name .First 
DATE OF BIRTH 
(Mo.) 
Authority for 
(Day) (Year) 
Birth Date 
Name of Parent or Guardian 
FATHER 
MOTHER 
or GUARDIAN 
(Check) 
Parents Separated D Mother Dead 
Parents Divorced 0 Father Deatl 
ADDRESS RECORD-CITY 
No. Street 
.._ 
GRADUATION FACTS 
Completed 
Date: Year Mo. 
Grade Completed 
No. in Class 
Rank: Quartile 
Completed 
Date: Year Mo. 
No. in Class 
Rank: Quartile 
Gra.duated From 
Date: Year Mo. 
No. in Class 
Rank: Quartile 
Total 4 Yr. H. S. Credits 
Four Year H. S. Average 
Honors-Grades and High School 
... 
\ ) 
-
Middle 
. 
PLACE OF BIRTH 
Date Entere" 
Address (in Pencil) 
F. 
M. 
G. 
Color 
(W) (C) 
Sex 
(M) (F) 
Check 
(Mo.) (Day) 
TUITION 
YES D 
(Year) NO D 
Telephone Color 
(Check) 
F. IY'/) (C) 
M. IY'/) (C) 
G. IY'/) (C) 
(in Pencil) Religious Preference 
D Parents Attitude of Parents 
D Toward School 
ADDRESS RECORD- NON-RESIDENT 
Grade in City R.R. or St. Grade in Activity School School 
WITHDRAWAL RECORD 
Date To Cause • 
Grade School 
Day 
• Withdrawal Causes: 1, Illness, 2. Death, 
3. Left City, 4. Expulsion, 5. Married, 
6. Work, 7. Over School Age, 8. Graduation, 
9. Institutionalized, 10. Others 
Junior H. S. 
Day Transferred To 
Credits Sent To 
RE-ENTRY RECORD 
Senior H. S. Date From Grade 
Day 
Credits Received From 
FUTURE PLANS (in Pencil) 
Vocational 
Educational 
CUMULATIVE RECORD 
(NA1lE OF SCHOOL) 
~ Mfd. Exclusively by No. 12Y-1 CAMPBELL PRODUCTS CO., 207 W. GREEN, URBANA, ILL 
Nationality Living with Pupil Education Occupation or Profession 
(Check) 
(Yes) (No) F. F. 
(Yes) (No) M. M. 
(Yes) (No) G. G. 
Economic Status (in Pencil) 
Satisfactory D No. Brothers-Older ( 
(in Pencil) 
) Younger ( ) 
Unsatisfactory D 
Unknown 0 No. Sisters- " ( ) Younger ( ) 
EXTRA-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES 
Check Year 
Position Notable Accomplishments Credits 7 8 9 10 11 12 or Points 
" 
) 

• 
TRAIT K 1 
Courtesy 
Cooperation 
Judgment 
Leadership 
Personal Appearance 
Reliability 
Resourcefulness 
Self Control 
~upenor _N-Normal. _ 1-lnfenor 
Date of Examination-Grade 
Age in Years and Months 
-
(Height in Inches 
<ii Weight in Lbs. 
.... 
::s Enter N-Norm. or 3+ or 3-
.... 
u --
::s Growth N-Norm. R-Retarded 
.... 
.... 
V) Posture 
Deformities 
Eyes R-Right L-Left R L R L 
Ears R-Right L-Left R L R L 
Teeth T-Temp. P-Perm. 
Skin 
Nose 
0 Throat 
·a 
"' 
Lungs Oil 
.... 
0 Heart 
Nervous Symptoms 
Lymph Nodes 
Endocrines 
Digestive Organs 
Kidneys 
Nutrition 
Speech Defects 
Examined by P-Physcian 
Inspected by N-Nurse T-Teach~. 
EMPLOYMENT RECORD 
TRAIT RATING GRADE AND HIGH SCHOOL HISTORY 
GRADES ]. H. S. SENIOR H. S. THIS SPACE TO BE USED FOR COMMENTS BY ANY TEACHER 
2 3 
R L 
R L 
4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
HEALTH RECORD-ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY SCHOOLS 
R L R L R L R L R L R L R L R L R L R L R L 
R r.; R L R L R L R L R L R L R L R L R L R L 
POST GRADUATE HISTORY 
CHECK IF 
CREDITS SENT 
AVERAGE 
Course Edtered 
COLLEGE RECORD 
1st YEAR 2nd YEAR 
Date Entered Graduation Date 
VOCATION ENTERED AFTER LEAVING H. S. OR COLLEGE 
SUPPLEMENTARY REMARKS 
RECORD of DISEASES and AGE of PUPIL 
Age Age Age Age Age 
Scarlet Fever Chicken Pox Chorea 
Measles Diphtheria Rheumatism 
Ger. Measles Mumps Tonsilitis 
Wh. Cough Typhoid Influenza 
Small Pox Poliomyelitis Pneumonia 
THIS PUPIL HAS HAD: 
Vaccination Against Small Pox-When?-----
Successful: Yes D No D Repeated When? ________ 
Successful: Yes D No D 
Schick Test for Diphtheria-Result: Positive D Negative D 
Inoculations Against Diphtheria-When? _________ 
Inoculations Against Typhoid Fever-When? 
-
Tuberculin Test-When?-------------------
Type: Van Pirquet D Mantoux D Result ________ 
Dick Test for Scarlet Fever-Result:Positive D Negative D 
Other Tests and Preventatives_----------_ 
-~-- ------------- --
Goiter Prevention Taken in Grades 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8·9-10-11-12 (Check) 
Home Contacts with Tuberculosis, if any. 
- -- - --·----------- -
-----------------------
Operations_------------------------
- ------------------
Notes on Communicable Diseases_-----------___ 
--------------------------
Name of College 
3rd YEAR 4th YEAR 
Degree Honors 
NAME COLOR (W) <C> SEX (M) (F) 
Last First Middle 
INSTRUCTION TO THE TEACHER: This card must be preserved. It 
may be passed along from school to school. If the child withdraws 
from school, this record should be retained in the school of last 
enrollment. Efficient pupil accounting is a factor in the deter-
mination of recognition for the school. It is a professional duty of 
the teacher to record the pupil's School History. After completion 
of the 8th grade the card goes to the High School permanently. 
(Check) 
PUPIL'S CUMULATIVE RECORD - Fayette County 
-------------~CHOOL DIST. NoAO 2... 
______________ __, ILLINOIS 
1 PERSONAL AND FAMILY HISTORY . 
BIRTH: Year Month Day Place Address: Telephone: 
Number of Brothers: Older Younger Number of Sisters: Older Younger 
Proof of Birth Race or Nationality 
Home Conditions: 
Parent's Name Occupation Nationality 
ENTRANCE AND WITHDRAWAL RECORD Father 
Date Date of 
I 
Grade School Cause of Withdrawal Entered Withdrawal Mother 
I Guardian 
Family Physician 
*If Father or Mother is dead give cause and year of death: 
Pupil lives with: -
Lt(, 
---
• THIS SP ACE FOR 
---
• 
PHOTOGRAPH OF CHILD 
---
····························•H•••••••••••••••••••••O•• .. 
Age : Date: 
2. ELEMENTARY SCHOLASTIC AND ATTE_N_D_A_N_C_E_R __ E_c_o_R_D _________________________ _ 
Attendance and Academic Record-Grades 1 to 6 or l to &.-Marking System: See Footnote 
NATURAL ' I ATTENDANCE LANGUAGE ARTS MATH. .SOCIAL STUDIES FINE ARTS STATISTICS SCIENCE 
~ ------.c i::: , ... 0 
"' 
i::: C3 :;::; as ~ as "' >. ~ >. c:.> ... >. ::l .. >. .. .. 'O 
'O < 
"' QI 
"' 
'O >. 0 0 'O • >. QI ::l r.:i ~g l ~ I .. c:.> ... ... i::: >. ... .... Ul -.; as QI :;::; .c 
"' "' 
as l>(i QI ::l 
o.g o:... E-- bO bO t>ll QI 0. ~ ~ .S ';; I ... t>ll -.; ·;:: t>ll as as 
"a QI QI i::: i::: :§ E "' .S: ui I c:.> c:.> ... - i::: l - i::: "' :s ::l .... "' <;; "' c:.> .... ·~ "' QI ;a t>ll .c t>ll ui c:.> QI ~"C l .~ i::: ·;;; E ·u; ::lSchool _s~ ; ,e~ E as ... ~ i::: :::: 0 '$'. ... b~ .... QI as >. ·;:: as ::l c:.> 'O Name of School Grade Teacher o..- o.c QI ~ 0. as .... QI ;:;) iJ ... .c i::: ' t>ll ·c:; ~ ·P:: .... .c i::: Year E--< E--< E'.:; i:i:: C/l ...< < 0 Ul ~i::: P,. as I < Ul Q 11< 
-
I 
MARKING ) TEM: A, excellent or __ to __ ; B, good or __ to __ ; C, average or __ to __ ; D, fair or __ to _ _ ; E, poor or _ _ .to __ ; F, failure or __ to---._ 
numerical grades may be used. *Cause of Absence (1) Illness, (2) Work, (3) Travel, (4) Truancy, (5) _______ _ 
Letters or 
3. SECONDARY SCHOLASTIC AND ATTENDANCE RECORD --- High School Record - Grades 7 to 12 or 9 to 12 
4. SCHOOL HEALTH RECORD 
Disease Rheumatic Scarlet Repeated Whooping Asthma Serious 
History Chicken Pox Chorea Diphtheria :Epilepsy Red Measles Mumps Fever Fever Sore Throat Cough Hay Fever Operation Accident Poliomyelitis 
Date 
-----
-----
Imm uni- Small Pox Whooping Scarlet Schick Dick 
zations Scar Diphtheria Cough Typhoid Fever Test Test Tuberculin X-ray Revac. 
I ----- -----Date ' 
Deform- INutri-
TEETH 
Weight Scalp Skin 
General CAVITIES 6 Yr. Other Year Grade Age Height Posture Appear- Speech Behavior Molar OBSERVATIONS RECOMMENDATIONS ities lion ance Problems _ Temp. Perm. Ext. Exams 
'' 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
'. 
-
' 
Nasal VISION Glasse1· HEARING Nervous LUNGS 
Obstruc- R L B Date -R--L Symp- Heart Tuber- X-ray Glands Genitals Schick Parents Year ti on Throat Ref. toms Hernia Doctor OBSERVATIONS RECOMMENDATIONS culin Advised 
14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 
. 
-,-- I I I I I I 
\--e ·1 
, 
I I I I I I ITT I I I I I -
kllllllllllllll .111 
lNSPECTION MARKING -coDE:-O=No Observable aefect. X=Defect. Circled X=Corrected. V=lrremediable. Detail any defects under Observation using reference number heading the column. 
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MARKS Special Ability, Ed. or Vo-
SUBJECTS No. Periods 1st. 2nd. Credits Teacher I No. 
Weeks Weekly Sem. Sem. Year 
cational Suggestions by H. 
R. Teacher or Counselor 
) 
Attend- I Date En- I No. Days in Davs 
ance tered School Yr. Present 
NINTH GRADE: Date 19 19 
I No. MARKS SUBJECTS No. Periods lst. I 2ncl. 
WPeks Weekly Sem. Sem. Year 
Attend- I 
Date En- I 
No. Days in Days 
ance tered School Yr. Present 
ELEVENTH GRADE: Date 19 19 
SUBJECTS 
Attend-
ar.ce 
No. MARKS 
No. Periods 1st. 2nd. 
Weeks Weekly Sem. Sem. Year 
Date En- No. Days in Days 
tered School Yr. Present 
Days I Chief Cause 
Absent__ of Absence• 
Times 
Tardy 
Credits 
I Days Absent 
Credits 
l Days Absent 
H. R. Teacher 
Special Ability, Ed. or Vo-
Teacher cational Suggestions by H. 
R. Teacher or Counselor 
_\ Chief Cause I Times of Absence• Tardy 
H. R. Teacher 
Special Ability, Ed. or Vo-
Teacher cational Suggestions by H. 
R. Teacher 
Chief Cause 
of Absence • 
or Counselor 
I Times Tardy 
EIG.ffTii GSADE: Date i:i 19 
No. 
SUBJECTS No. Periods 1st. 
Weeks Weekly Sem. 
I I 
Attend- I Date En- I No. Days in a nee tered School Yr. 
TENTH GRADE: Date 19 19 
J No. 
SUBJECTS No. Periods 1st. 
Weeks · Weekly Sem. 
Attend- I Date En- I No. Days in ance tered School Yr. 
TWELFTH GRADE: Date 19 19 
No. I SUBJECTS No. Periods 1st. 
Weeks Weekly Sem. 
Attend-
_J 
Date En- I No. Days in ance tered School Yr. 
S. PERSONALITY RATING RECORD 
E. F.. Teacht;r 
MARKS I I Special Ability, Ed. or Vo-
' 2nd. -- Credits · Teacher cational Suggestions by H. 
Sem. Year ' ~Teacher or Counselor I 
I 
I Days I Days I Chief Cause [Times Present Absent of Absence* Tardy 
H. R. Teacher 
MARKS Special Ability, Ed. or Vo-
· 2nd. Credits Teacher cational Suggestions by H. 
Sem. Year R. Teacher or Counselor 
I Days I Days 
-' 
Chief Cause I Times Present Absent of Absence• Tardy 
H. R. Teacher 
:MARKS Special Ability, Ed. or Vo-
2nd. Credits Teacher cational Suggestions by H. 
~em. Year R. Teacher or Counselor 
Days Days J Chief Cause j Times 
Present Absent of Absence• Tardy 
~ERIOUSNESS OF PURPOSE K 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 ' THIS SPACE TO BE USED FOR COMMENTS BY- ANY TEACHER 
Industry 
Initiative 
Personal Appearance 
Influence ... 
Concern for Others 
Responsibility 
Emotional Stability Behavior 
Social. Behavior ,, 
.aUO:J311 J.S:iJ. aa:YaKY.L~ -~ 
• 
. 
/ ~j 
VD EFFINGHAM COMMUNITY UNIT NO. 40 SCHOOL RECORD \ 
r• EXPLANATION OF SCHOLARSHIP MARKINGS 
., Markings-Grades 1-6 Markings-Grades 7-8 
-
- -;; -- - - --
I PLACE OF BIRTH Year Month Day * SEX The utmost care should 
1: ---------- I Girl be used in recording rv CITIZENSHIP: HABITS AND ATTITUDES :z: Boy ... names and dates. Avoid 
"' iii abbreviations. The Degree to which these Desirable Habits and Attitudes are observed is 
NAME OF FATHER OR GUARDIAN NAME OF MOTHER OR GUARDIAN ¥ Code for Date of Birth: l. indicated as Excellent (E); Satisfactory (S) or Unsatisfactory (U) Birth Certificate; 2. Baptismal 
Certificate; 3. Passport; 4. Bible 
Records; 5. Parent's Statement; 
6. Child's Statement. 
Place of Residence before entering this School I Race STREET ADDRESS I Telephone YEARS K 1 I 2 I 3 I 4 5 6 I 7 I s I 9 110 111 112 I Work Habits: I I I I I I I I I 
School last attended I Grade Last I 
Careful attention to directions I I I I I I I I I I 
Attended I Use of time and materials I I I I I I I I I 
I Care and accuracy in work I I I I I I I I Date of Dlscha111e Aue when Discharged 
I 
Graduated Jn 
Years I Months the Class of I Initiative and self-reliance I I I I I I I I 1 I I I I I I I I I I 
Left school to remain at home I Social Attitudes: I I I I I I I I I 
Permanent illness I Courtesy I I I I I I I I ! 
Commitment to I Willingness to cooperate I I I I I I I I ! 
To work at I Respect for rights of others I I I I I I I I 
Transfer to I Care of property I I I I I I I I 
Other reasons for withdrawal I Dependability I I I I I I I I 
u HOME RECORD Self control I I I I I I I I I I I 
NAME I I I I I I I I I I 
.... Last First Middle Health Habits I I I I I I I I I I 
'Der living 
Ki 1 I ~ I 11 I 4 I 5 I 6 I 7 I 8 I !:) I 10 I 11 I l~ Is neat and cle•.n I I I I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I I I I I Practices good habits I I I I I I I I I I I I 
Mother living I I I I I I I I I I I I Attends school r egularly I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
Do parents live together I I I I I I I I I I I I Is never late for school I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
--Are you living with a Guardian I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
No. of children I I I I I I I I I I I Outside Activities I I I I I I I I I I I I 
No. of brothers I I I I I I I I I I I Music I I I I I I I I I I I 
No. of sisters I I I I I I I I I I I Scouts I I I I I I I I I I I 
No. of relatives living in home I I I I I I I I I I I 4-H Club I I I I I I I I I I I 
Education of father I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
Education of mother I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
Amount of allowance I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
Do you have a room of your own I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
Who shares it with you I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
Religious training I I I I I I I I I --I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I l I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
m REMARKS v SPECIAL HONORS and AW ARDS VI EXTRA CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES INDICATE WITH "X" 
DATE I GRADE I I TEACHER YEAR I DESCRIPTION Check Yr. in School I 5 I 6 I 7 I 8 I 9 110111112 Check Yr. Jn Sshool I 5 I 6 j 7 I 8 I 9 110111112 
I I I I Clubwork: I I I I I I I I Athletics: I I I I I I I I 
I I I I Band I I I I I I I I Basketball I I I I I I I I 
I I I I Orchestra I I I I I I I I Football I I I I I I I I 
I I I I Glee Club I I I I I I I I Track I I I I I I I I 
I I I I Chorus I I I I I I I I - Tumbling I I I I I I I I 
I I I I Art I I I I I I I I Golf I I I I I I I I 
I I I I Dramatics I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
I I \ I I Crafts I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
I I \_} I I I I I I I I I I Stud1 ..!ouncil I I I I I I I I 
I I I I Safety Patrol I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
I I I I II I I I II I I I I I I I I I 
i 
IX PUPIL'S NAME_ 
Last 
SUBJECTS 
List Extra-Curricular 
Activities Below 
Regular Subjects 
.... 
0 
0 
z 
First Middle 
GRADES 
First Semester Second Semester \ cl~ ..c: • 1-----,,.------,----,---11-----,-----,------,---; 
Cl) Cl) ti~ I ~a:: ~~ 
oi.. j~ z~ 
1st 
9 
Wks. 
2nd 
9 
Wks. 
I I 
3rd 
9 
Wks. 
4th 
9 
s 
~ 
~ 
Wks. ~ 
I I I I I I II I I I II 
I I I I I I II I I I II 
EFFINGHAM HIGH SCHOOL ACHIE' ~ENT RECORD 
ATTENDANCE 
I Fresh.I Soph. I Jr. I Sr. 
No. of days school in session I I I 
No. of days present I I I 
No. of days absent I I I 
Cases of tardiness I I I 
REMARKS 
1-~~~~~~~l~-71~---:-l~-1---c-l~~l~~l~~ll~~l~lc_--~1~~11_~1-----~~~~~~~~~~---1 
1-~~~~~~--"--l~~l~~l~~-----,-1~~1~~1~;~11~~1~~1~~1~~11~-l---l~~~~~~~~~~~-I ~ I I I I I I II I I I II 
~ i-~~~~~~-7-l~~l~~l~-1----.l~_l,___,_I ~~ll~~l~~l~~l~.ll~--~-1--~~~~~~~~~~~-I 
I I I I II 
I I I 
I I I I I I II I I I II 
I I I I I I II I I I II 
I I I I I I II I I I II 
I I I I I I II I I I II 
I I I I I I II I I I II 
;1--------~l-~l-~l--1-_~l-~l-~l-~ll_~l-~l--c-I --~ll~J---l---------------1 ~1-~~~~~~~~I ~~l~~l~-1-----0-l~~l~_l,__~ll~~l~---:-l~~l~_l~l~-1---1~~~~~~~~~~~~-
I I I I I 
I II 
I I I I I I II I I I II 
I I I I I I II I I I 11 
I I I I I I II I I I II 
I I I I I I II I I I II 
I I I I I I II I I I II 
I I I I I I II I I I II 
~ 1--------~' -~'--71 ____ -,-I ----.,-1--.1--7.-11 -~1----:-1 __ 1,----.;.c-ll --1--1-------------1 ~ I I I I I I II I I I ii ~ 1------------;----.-------j---l----.----,---.----;;----;----~--;----;-c------1---11---------------1 I I I II I I 
I I I I I 11 
I I I I I I II I I I II 
I I I I I I II I I I II 
I I I I I I II I I I II 
I I I I I I II I I I II 
I I I I I I II I I I II DATE OF GRADUATION 
I I I I I I II I I I II 
~1-~~~~~~--;',----c--1 ~~'~-1------,-'~~l~~'~-7,-ll~~'~~l~---:-l~~'~I ~-I--~ I I I I I I II I I I II 
-- ·-
B: 1 2 3 
4 5 6 7 
8 9 10 11 
EXPLANATIONS AND DIRECTIONS 
Permanent Records 
I. Census Information 
To be filled in from enrollment cards, census cards, and/or by 
contacting parents. 
II. Home Record 
To be answered with yes, no numbers, or letters. (For examples 
on education-H.S., 7th, etc.) 
III. Remarks 
To be used as necessary and as teacher sees fit. Any remarks 
should be dated and initialed by the recording teacher. 
If a lengthy or anecdotal type remark seems justified it should be 
recorded on a loose sheet, also dated and initialed or signed. 
IV. Citizenship: Habits and Attitudes 
This section must be completed for each year/ grade. Give it due 
consideration. Markings are indicated. 
V. Special Honors and Awards 
State contest, District awards, School honors, etc. 
VI. Extra Curricular Activities: Sell-explanatory 
VII. Elementary Achievement Record 
Attendance to be taken from register. Explanation of markings in 
upper right hand corner. Fill in completely each year-both years 
in case of retention. 
VIII. Test Record 
This form is arranged to conform with results obtained from Cal. 
Achievement total scores. Use only Mental age, chronological age 
and I.Q. from Mental Maturity or I.Q. tests. Be certain to show 
name of test, form used, date administered, and teacher administering. 
Upper left gives explanation of markings for Metropolitan & Lee 
Clark tests. 
On back of folder is table for grade placemcmt at time of testing. 
Chronological age is pupil's age in years and months at date 
of testing. 
Profile sheet from each test to be separated from test booklet and 
inserted loose-leaf in this folder. 
TABLE 2. Grade Placement at Time of Testing 
I LO I 41..Q I I 41..Q I LO I I I LO ~ ~l.Q 
Date of .-I .-I .-I l.Q ~ l.Q ~ l.Q ;:; .-I ~ l.Q ;:; .-I • .-I .-I .-I .-I .-I .-I .-I .-I .-I .-I .-I .-I .-I 
Testing a: t !;:: ... ..:> ~~ oz z~ ~~ ~ re • >< >< r.1 re < ..:Z r.1 r.1 r.1 0 oo r.1 < < r.1 ~::s ::sg UJ.Cll u.io oz ZA A>-o >-of:t. ::s < <~ 
------------------
Grade 
.0 Placement .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 
PERMANENT RECORD - HILLSBORO COMMUNITY UNIT SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 3 
NAME: .................................................................................................................................. SEX .................... ADDRESS ...................................................................................................... PHONE: 
BIRTH: YEAR .................... MONTH .................................. DAY .................... PLACE ......................................................................................................................................................................................................... . 
Number of Brothers: Older .................... Younger .................... Number of Sisters: Older .................... Younger .................... Race: .............................................................................................................. .. 
Home Conditions: Good .................... Average .................... Poor .................... Proof of Birth: ............................................................................................ Birth Certificate No .................................................... . 
Date Entered 
,, 
"\ 
SCHOOL 
YEAR 
19 .......... 19 .......... 
19 .......... 19 .......... 
19 .......... 19 .... , ..... 
19 .......... 19 .......... 
19 .......... 19 .......... 
19 .......... 19 .......... 
19 .......... 19 .......... 
19 .......... 19 .......... 
19 .......... 19 .......... 
19 .......... 19 .......... 
ENTRANCE AND WITHDRAWAL 
.1 I 
Grade I Date of Withdrawal 
I I I 
I I I 
I I I 
I I 
I I 
! I 
I I 
Ql 
NAME OF TEACHER ;;.. Q) ~ 
AND/OR "O 
i:: 
LEVEL OF PUPIL ca 
Q) 
't 
ca ,_, 
c.? 
-
I I 
RECORD I Parents' Names I Occupation ! Nationality I 
I I I Father* I 
I Cause of Withdrawal 
i I I Mother* 
-
I I I Guardian I 
I 
I Family Physician: 
I 
I 
I *If father or mother is dead give year of death: ........................................................................................... 
I 
I ...................................................................................................................................................................................... 
Pupil lives with ..................................................................................................................................................... 
ACADEMIC AND ATTENDANCE RECORD 
'I 
ATTENDANCE II SCHOLARSHIP 
b.O '""" ,_,'""" ..... 
..... >. oi i:: p.. ..... ..... i:: i:: "O <) C) ~ '-' 5 i:: I Q) Q) ,_, -~ >. ::s "fil Q) "' 
"' 
ca "O ::s ca 
"O "O s Q) ,D E-< Q) ..... ::s "O ~ ~ I ,_, < b.O b.O b.O 'oil Q) ~ $ Q) 0. p.. ca s ..... Q) 
11 2 
Cl.l .s ::s .5 i:: r.n. ..i:: C) 
-
Q) 0 i:: c; ~ ..... 
..i:: ..... i:: ~ s ·ca "' Q) "O b.O - ..... Cil ca '"O 0. s ;;.. s C<! i:: Ql ~ ..... d -~ C) i:: ..... 0 0 .. , ..... ;;.. ~ C) Q) ca ..... Q) Q p. 0 ~ C) ..i:: 0 ca ,_, .i:: 0 ,_, Q) t5.l 0 0 E-< p:; ...:I r.n r.n. r.n. p.. :> ~ < r.n. :I1 p.. p:; 11- ·--·--
-- I l1 
I 
'I II--~~ ----------------------I !1 l--i--<-------'1- - ---- --~I I 1, 1--. ---11--·-1-· ---------- I I I===== I'------. -------
=-B II ii------ I---------I ----1----~ --------
----
__________ ,_ 
--------
==-l=t I ---\---------- - __ , _____ I-~---
I 
--~----
I 
ACHIEVEMENT TEST RECORD MENTAL TEST RECORD 
I GRADE PLACEMENT ~ Soo<e ' '· Percentile NAME OF TEST DATE Arith. I Total NAME OF TEST Form C.A. M.A. I.Q. Rank Read. Spell. Lang. 
I I 
I 
! 
I I 
I 
---
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
--
! 
I I 
I 
I 
i I I 
I 1----I 
I OTHER TEST RECORD 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
~31 
Name: ................................................................................................................................................. . 
Year - Grade 
Teacher 
19 ........ 
Grade ............... . 
Teacher 
19 ........ 
Grade .............. .. 
Teacher 
19 ........ 
Grade .............. .. 
Teacher 
19 ........ 
Grade ............... . 
Teacher 
19 ........ 
Grade ............... . 
Teacher 
19 ....... . 
Grade ............... . 
Teacher 
19 ........ 
Grade ............... . 
Teacher 
19 ........ 
Grade .............. .. 
Teacher 
19 ........ 
Grade ............... . 
................................................ 
Teacher 
19 ........ 
Grade ............... . 
Teacher 
Achievement in 
Subject Development 
Social and Emotional 
Development 
Mental Ability 
and Effort 
Interests 
Other Significant Data, 
Pictures, Enclosures, Home 
Conditions 
:I: 
0 
c 
0 
:I: 
0 
z 
~ 
"Tl 
"Tl 
.... 
z 
n 
0 
~ 
~ 
z 
-< 
... 
0 
~ 
0 
z 
'cl 
::?. 
" fl" c.. 
5· 
;. 
" c:: 
"' ;.. 
z 
0 
3 
CD 
"' 
0 
-
"'ti 
c 
"'Q • 
ii> 
"' (Write B or G) m >< 
Age in Years 
at Last Birthday 
J> 
a 
Months Since m 
Last Birthday 
Vocabulary .... <m 
.... 
Reading .... 
. lll:lm Comprehension .... 
r- Spelling I 
-
r- .... 
I Capitalization J> 
..a z 
a 
c-i 
r- >m I Punctuation Q-1 w 
m r-
"' ~r- Usage ;::: I .. r-
"' 
TOTAL TEST L 
~ Map Reading I 
- ~ 
0 
~ Reading Graphs lll:I ~ .... 
I and Tables ~m ..a 
.... ,,, 
Knowledge and c""" ~ ~~ 
I Use of Reference 
w Materials 
"' ?5 
.... 
TOTAL TEST W .... 
"' 
J> Arithmetic J> I Concepts "' - :::c
:I: 
~ Arithmetic ~;;: Problem m11t ........ 
~ Solving n,.. 
"' 
TOTAL TEST A ?5 .. r-
.... 
"' 
COMPOSITE 
V, R, L, W, A 
() 
::+ 
~ 
0 
... 
0 
iii" 
-
.. 
n· 
-
() g 
:::s 
-< 
~ 
CD 
-i 
CD 
0 
n 
:::J" 
CD 
... 
I 
G') 
.. 
0 
a. 
CD 
(JI 
CD 
3 
CD 
"' CD 
... 
-..... 
"' 
-0 
.. 
t-.) 
:::s 
a. 
~ 
a. 
c::J 
!:. 
a: 
s· 
co 
0 
0 
-CD 
I 
.,, 
0 
... 
3 
n 
r )> 
{A 
{A 
~ 
I'll 
n 
0 
~ 
c 
{A 
:c 
I'll 
I'll 
-I 
0 
~ 
c 
.... 
CD 
.,, 
-
.,, 
0 
-~ 
.,, 
;:;· 
..,, 
25: 
-iii 
._.4 
z Q 
3 
Cll 
"' 0 
-
"U 
c 
"'2. 
iii" 
(Write B or GJ "' m )( 
' Age in Years· 
at Last Birthday ,. 
a 
Months Since m 
Last Birthday 
Vocabulary -I <~ 
-I 
Reading -I 
. :11111~ Comprehension 
-I 
,... Spelling I 
-
,... 
Capitalization ... I ,. N z 
a 
c-i 
,... ,.~ 
I Punctuation G')-1 w 
m,.. 
"' ;II:; ,... 
Usage ;::: I 
... ... 
"' 
' 
TOTAL TEST L 
~ Map Reading I 
- ~ 
0 
~ Reading Graphs • ;ill; -I 
I and Tables 'm N 
"' "' 
Knowledge and 
;:!-1
~ ~~ 
I Use of Reference 
w Materials 
"' 
.I TOTAL TEST W ~... ... 
"' 
,. Arithmetic ,. I Concepts • 
- =t 
Arithmetic :c -I ,. ~m 
Problem mUt I -I -I 
N Solving ;::;,. 
< 
.. TOT AL TEST A I E; 
COMPOSITE 
V, R, L, W, A 
------...... ! 
'I 
SE>C_CMJ __ Cf"J F"AMILY PHYSICIAN _________________________ II 
CCHECKJ ll 
PUPIL'S CUMULATIVE RECORD - VANDALIA COMMUNITY SCHOOLS It 
Kindergarten Through Sixth Grade 1·1 ... •.
PERSONAL AND FAMILY HISTORY 
LASll" F'IRST MIDDLE 
DATE OF" BIRTH __________________ PLACE, ______________________ PROOF" _______________________ _ 
PARENT'S NAME OCCUPATION .------------------------.------.,-------~ ADDRESS PHONE YEAR 
FATHER 
MOTHER 
STEP-PARENT 
GUARDIAN 
PUPIL LIVES WITH 
SIBLINGS ENTRANCE AND WITHDRAWAL RECORD 
NAME DATE OF BIRTH GRADE ENTERED FROM - MOVED TO DATE ENTEREO DAT!'; DRO.PPEO 
!----+-------- -------~!-------- ---+--
1------1------------------t--~--------- -----+----
----1------------------+-------"-----+------------< 
1-----+--~--~----~------t------~------ --------~ 
ELEMENTARY SCHOLASTIC AND ATTENDANCE RECORD 
;1 
Dl 
w 
0 w > z JI. u ::J JI. 0 0 
:r w I- I- all J:t: i'.= CJ Dl CJ CJ w Dl I- < z z < w I- D1 ! ;:[ .J :r u z I- ~ I-< :::i ::J :r ~ I- z u w z Dl :r 0 0 ;:[ 
.J CJ !:: .J w 0 Dl Dl Dl w w !:!! CJ JI. < z w z u < I- Dl z >w > Dl ;:[ Dl w w JI. < J:t: 0 w u J:t: ::J < <J:t: <i:m w w i'.= 0 J:t: JI. Dl .J < Dl J: Dl < ;:[ m 011. 0<( :r 3: 
* 
NAME OF SCHOOL GRADE YEAR TEACHER 
19 -19 
19 -19 
19 -19 
19 -19 
19 -19 
19 -19 
19 -19 
19 -19 I 
! 
19 -19 I 
I 
-
.. ·~. 
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